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K U R Z FA S S U N G

In dieser Doktorarbeit wird die Suche nach Neuer Physik in Ereignissen mit zwei Jets vorge-
stellt. Diese Ereignisse wurden in Proton-Proton Kollisionen am Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
am europäischen Kernforschungszentrum (CERN) in der Nähe des Genfer Sees in der Schweiz
erzeugt. Diese Kollisionen wurden mit dem ATLAS Experiment, einem Vielzweckteilchendetek-
tor, aufgenommen, der an einem vom vier Kollisionspunkten am LHC installiert ist.

Die Theorie zur Beschreibung von Teilchenphysikprozessen, das sogenannte Standard Mo-
dell, konnte bisher alle Messungen korrekt beschreiben. Trotzdem gibt das Standard Modell
auf einige der grundlegenden Fragen keine Antwort. Wie kann man Schwerkraft innerhalb des
Standard Modells beschreiben? Woraus besteht Dunkle Materie, welche bisher nicht direkt beob-
achtet wurde, aus der jedoch 26% des Universums bestehen? Warum besitzen Neutrinos Masse?

Theorien die einige dieser Fragen beantworten, sagen die Existenz weiterer bisher nicht be-
obachteter Teilchen voraus. Eine Suche nach neuen Teilchen könnte die Zahl der Modelle ein-
grenzen, die die Natur beschreiben. Der LHC führt Kollisionen von Protonen bei hohen Ener-
gien durch, bei denen die Bausteine der Protonen, die farbgeladenen Partonen, miteinander
wechselwirken. Der häufigste Endzustand bei solchen Kollisionen enthält zwei Partonen, also
Quark-Quark, Quark-Gluon oder Gluon-Gluon Paare, sowie deren Antiteilchen. Wenn Partonen
bei hohen Energien den Verbund im Proton verlassen, bildet sich ein Teilchenbündel, der als
sogenannter Jet im Detektor sichtbar ist. Daher ist die Suche nach Neuer Physik in Ereignissen
mit zwei Jets vielversprechend, um einen große Massenbereich zu untersuchen.

In dieser Arbeit wird die Suche nach Neuer Physik beschrieben, bei denen neue Teilchen als
schmale Resonanzen im invarianten Massenspektrum zweier Jets auftauchen. Eine integrierte
Luminosität von 20.3 fb−1 aufgenommen vom ATLAS Detektor bei einer Schwerpunktsenergie
von 8TeV wurde untersucht. Diese Energie war die höchste jemals in einem Labor erreichte Ener-
gie, zur Zeit der Messung. Das untersuchte Spektrum wurde aus Ereignisse kombiniert, die von
zwölf unterschiedlichen Triggern aufgezeichnet wurden. Dies ermöglichte die Untersuchung im
invarianten Massenbereich von 253GeV bis 4.1TeV. Die Untergrundabschätzung wurde durch
Anpassung einer Funktion an das Datenspektrum gewonnen.

Der Vergleich zwischen Daten und Untergrund zeigt keine signifikanten Abweichungen. Da-
her wurden 95% C.L Obergrenzen auf das Produkt von Wirkungsquerschnitt und Akzeptanz
für sieben Modelle gesetzt. Die Produktion von schwarzen Löchern (QBH) konnte für Massen
kleiner als 5.75TeV ausgeschlossen werden, während angeregte Quarkzustände bis zu 3.90TeV
ausgeschlossen wurden. Zusätzlich wurden Ausschlussgrenzen für generische Signalformen ge-
setzt, die der Gaußfunktion und der Breit-Wigner-Formel folgen.
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A B S T R A C T

In this thesis a search for New Physics in events with two jets is presented. These events are
produced in proton-proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Orga-
nization for Nuclear Research (CERN) close to the lake Geneva in Switzerland. These collisions
have been recorded with the ATLAS experiment, a large multi-purpose particle detector that is
placed at one of four points in the LHC where the proton beams are brought to collision.

The theory to describe the processes of particle physics, the Standard Model, was able to
describe all measurements made so far. Apart from this amazing agreement, the Standard
Model does not give an answer to some fundamental questions. How can gravity be described
within the Standard Model? What is the mysterious form of matter that has not been seen, but
26% of the universe are made of? Why are neutrinos massive?

Models answering some of these questions lead to the prediction of additional particles, that
have not be seen before. A search for new particles might be able to narrow down the number
of models, that could describe nature. The LHC collides protons at high energies, at which
the underlying fundamental interaction is seen between partons and thus particles with a color
charge. The simplest and most frequent final-state consists of two partons, namely a quark-
quark, quark-gluon or gluon-gluon pair and their respective anti-particles. When partons at
high energies leave the confined state of the proton a spray of particles is produced, which can
be seen as so-called jets in the detector. Thus the search for New Physics in a final state with two
jets is promising to probe the process with large cross-section and a very large mass range.

This thesis describes a search for new particles showing up as narrow resonances in the dijet
mass spectrum. An integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1 recorded at a center of mass energy of
8TeV by the ATLAS detector has been used. This energy was the highest energy ever reached in a
laboratory at this time. The data used in this analysis have been combined from events recorded
by twelve different triggers. This extended the range of invariant masses probed from 253GeV
up to 4.1TeV. The background estimation of the spectrum in this vast range was performed by
fitting a functional form to data.

A comparison between data and estimated background showed no significant excesses. Hence
95% C.L. upper limits on the cross section times acceptance have been set for seven different
models. The production of a Quantum Black Hole could be excluded for dijet masses of up
to 5.75TeV, while an excited quark model was excluded up to 3.90TeV. Additionally exclusion
limits for signals of a Gaussian shape have been set. A more realistic model-independent limit
was set for a Breit-Wigner shape convoluted with parton density effects, parton-shower effects
and the detector resolution.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The question of what matter is made of accompanied humans since the beginning of time. The
first modern ideas about the structure of matter are documented by Democritus about 2400 years
ago. He envisioned matter as being built from a number of building blocks, that are character-
ized by shape and size. This picture was already close to nowadays molecules. More than two
thousand years after Democritus atoms have been identified as the building blocks of matter,
which can be classified as elements in a periodic system. This classification already hinted to a
then unknown substructure. Within the last 120 years scientists found the constituents of atoms.
In 1897 J.J. Thompson found the electron, which is the electrically negative charged particle that
surrounds the positively charged nucleus. In 1919 Rutherford found first evidence for a posi-
tively charged particle which is part of the nucleus, the so-called proton. Chadwick finally found
the second ingredient of the nucleus, an electrically neutral particle, called neutron.

In the course of forty years a large variety of particles have been discovered in experiments
with accelerators. In 1974 a first description of these particles as a composition of elementary
particles was presented. The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics was able to describe all the
particles found so far by introducing six quarks and six leptons, with their corresponding anti-
particles. Additionally the SM could explain the interactions between these particles via twelve
bosons and the Higgs boson giving mass to particles. All elementary particles predicted by the
SM have been found since, concluding with the Higgs boson whose discovery was announced
on 4th of July 2012 by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
which is situated at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) close to Geneva.

Despite being extremely successful in describing nature, there are some shortcomings of the
SM. There a several phenomena that cannot be explained by the SM, such as gravity, the asymme-
try between matter and anti-matter, dark matter and dark energy. The so far also very successful
theory to describe gravity, general relativity, could not be included in the SM. Additionally the
theory which describes the beginning of the universe and the Big Bang, assumes that matter
and anti-matter have been produced in equal amounts. Observations have shown, that now the
amount of anti-matter in the universe is much smaller than the amount of matter. This cannot
be explained by the SM. From indirect measurements it is also apparent, that only 6.8% of the
matter and energy in the universe are made of SM particles. 26.1% of matter in the universe
is of a different type. The so-called Dark Matter interacts only gravitationally or weakly but not
electromagnetically or strongly. The remaining fraction is the mysterious Dark Energy, which is
completely unexplained by now.
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2 introduction

Apart from these phenomena that are not included in the SM, there are also intrinsic problems
and questions that suggest that this model is only a low-energy approximation of a larger, more
fundamental theory.

A new theory as an extension to the SM could lead to new particles hinting to a compositeness
of the elementary particles. Those phenomena could be unraveled by searching for resonance-
like structures in an invariant mass distributions. The processes with the largest cross-section at
a hadron-hadron collider are the production of quark-quark, quark-gluon and gluon-gluon pairs.
When leaving the confinement of a nucleon, these partons undergo a process of hadronization.
Thus a parton develops a spray of particles, those are observed in the detector as so-called jets.
The invariant mass distribution of two jets (dijet) is thus the ideal study subject to cover a large
range of invariant masses, by exploiting the largest production rates.

In this thesis resonance-like features are searched in the invariant mass spectrum of two jets.
The data recorded in 2012 by the ATLAS detector at the LHC in proton-proton collisions at a
center of mass energy of

√
s = 8TeV with an integrated luminosity of L = 20.3 fb−1 is used. The

background shape is estimated by fitting a functional form to the invariant dijet mass spectrum,
while excluding significant deviations. This background estimation is then compared to the data
spectrum. The so-called BumpHunter algorithm searches excesses from resonances by comparing
background and data. If no significant excesses are found, limits on the cross-section times
acceptance for several New Physics models can be set. Comparing this cross-section limit with
the theoretical production cross-section of resonances from New Physics models gives a limit on
the mass of these New Phenomena.

Apart from model specific limits, also limits using a more generic signal shape are presented.
A signal with a Gaussian shape is examined for different widths. While also a signal based
on a Breit-Wigner distribution, with Parton Density Function effects included, as well as parton
shower effects taken into account, is used for the limit calculation.

Additionally the found limits are presented in the mass versus coupling strength plane. This
makes it possible to easily compare results from experiments at different center of mass energy
and different type of colliding particles.

The theoretical foundations of elementary particle physics are discussed in Chapter 2. The
accelerator and the detector used to record data for this thesis are briefly summarized in Chap-
ter 3. An overview of how the objects used in this work are obtained and calibrated is shown in
Chapter 4. The search for New Physics in the invariant dijet mass spectrum and the calculation
of exclusion limits for signals of several models, as well as generic model-independent signals,
are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Finally an overview of this work and an outlook on future
searches is shown in Chapter 6.



2 T H E O R Y

In this chapter the theoretical foundations of high energy physics are briefly discussed. In Sec. 2.1
the Standard Model of particle physics is introduced, which represents the best knowledge to
date. The need for extensions of this model and some selected options are discussed in Sec. 2.2.
The general nature of proton-proton collisions is briefly shown in Sec. 2.3. The simulation of
these collisions with Monte Carlo methods is detailed in Sec. 2.4.

the standard model of particle physics

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is a model which concludes the experimental and
theoretical work spanning hundred of years. The first questions date back to the time when
humanity asked questions about what the matter around us is made of and culminated in the
golden century of particle physics in the 19th century. The SM is the most successful model
in describing particle physics to date and did withstand hundreds of precise measurements.
Nevertheless, this theory cannot be the final theory, as several phenomena are not explained,
leading to work on theories beyond the Standard Model (BSM).

This section starts with a short historical overview of particle physics in Sec. 2.1.1. In Sec. 2.1.2
the full classification of particles in the SM is shown and some group theory considerations are
made in Sec. 2.1.3.

History of Particle Physics

Since the beginning of time humans are searching for an answer to the big questions. Among
these the question about what the matter surrounding us is made of and if there is a common
constituent of things as different as fluid water or hard iron. One of the first theoretical con-
siderations that was close to the modern particle physics was made by Democritus around 400

B.C., who coined the idea of atoms. In his theory every object was made of atoms which are
only differing by shape and size. Hence this idea is closely related to the modern picture of
molecules.

Many hundred years later in the 17th century scientists have been studying light and its nature.
On one hand physicists as Newton thought of light as a particle [1], while on the other hand
scientists as Huygens preferred to think of light as a wave [2]. Experiments in 1896 by Becquerel
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4 theory

found the photoelectric effect [3] which got explained by Einstein in 1905 [4]. This effect showed
that metal emits charged particles when irradiated by light, while the maximum energy of those
particles is independent of the intensity of light. This supported the theory of light as particles
with a quantized energy. Contrary to the particle theory, the wave nature of particles was shown
in double slit experiments, hence a duality of wave and particle nature of light was concluded.

By the 1860s, matter was identified as built from elements, a large number of elements was
known which was classified by their chemical properties. In 1869 Mendeleev proposed a clas-
sification in a periodic system [5] which predicted successfully unknown elements and their
properties.

Around the 1890s, many scientists imagined atoms to be built from smaller units that should
be of the size of the smallest atoms. In 1897 J.J. Thomson discovered an electrically charged
particle, the electron, in cathode rays [6]. This discovery lead to an atomic model, where an
atom consists of a positively charged sphere, in which electrons are embedded.

In 1909 Rutherford discovered in experiments with α-particles scattering off gold-foil that α-
particles scattered under larger angles are observed [7]. This lead to his interpretation of the
atomic model in 1911 [8], which states that atoms consist of a dense positively charged nucleus
and electrons around it.

In 1913, Niels Bohr described the hydrogen atom in a theory [9–11] using the two then known
particles, the positively charged nucleus and the electron. He also calculated the radius of the
hydrogen to be of the order of 1× 10−10 m, which sets the scale for every further experiment in
this field. The nature of the nucleus was uncovered when Rutherford found first evidence for
the proton in 1919 and finally Chadwick discovered the neutron in 1932 [12].

In parallel Dirac postulated the existence of anti-particles in 1931, which are a direct con-
sequence of the Dirac equation. Already one year later in 1932, Anderson discovered the
positron [13] which is the anti-particle of the electron.

More than 15 years later in 1947 the first pions have been seen in cosmic rays [14], and only one
year later in 1948 the first pions have been produced in the synchro-cyclotron in Berkeley [15].

In the following years a large number of particles have been discovered in improved accelera-
tors or cosmic ray observations. This so-called particle zoo was finally classified in a model with
only 19 free parameters1 that was shown for the first time summarized in a single presentation
by Iliopoulos [16] in July 1974 and later called the Standard Model. The main theoretical con-
cepts for this model have been the introduction of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) by Dirac
in 1927, the quark model introduced by Gell-Mann [17] and Zweig in 1964 [18]. As well as the
color property which was introduced in 1965 by Greenberg [19], Han and Nambu [20]. In 1967

the theories of the electro-magnetic interaction and the weak interaction have been unified by
Glashow, Salam and Weinberg [21]. Finally in 1973 Fritzsch and Gell-Mann proposed a theory
that describes the color charged particles in a theory inspired by QED, which was called the
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [22].

1 By then neutrinos where considered massless. With massive neutrinos there are 28 free parameters.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of particles and properties in the SM [25].

All particles contained in the SM have been found since, concluding with the Higgs boson
whose discovery was announced on 4th of July 2012 by the ATLAS [23] and CMS [24] collabora-
tions at CERN.

Classification of Particles

The particles in the SM can be classified according to their spin, charge and mass as shown in
Fig. 2.1. Particles with an integer spin are called bosons, while particles with half-integral spin
are called fermions. The fermions are divided in leptons and quarks, which are each divided in
three families. The 2nd and 3rd families are essentially heavier copies of the first family.

There are three up-type quarks with an electric charge of 2/3 of the absolute electron charge
and three down-type quarks with −1/3 charge. Each of these quarks has an anti-particle, and
each of the quarks exists with three different color charges, hence there are 12 different quarks2.
The mass of the quarks ranges from 2.3MeV3 for the up-quark to 173.07GeV for the top-quark.

The leptons include three charged particles called electron, muon and tau, and three neutral
particles associated to these, called neutrinos. The charged leptons have a mass from 511keV for

2 From here on the quarks and antiquarks are not handled separately and are called quarks for simplicity
3 Using high energy physics convention of c = 1.
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electrons up to 1.78GeV for τ-leptons. The masses of the neutrinos have not been measured, but
95% C.L. upper limits are found for the electron neutrino mass of mνe < 2.3 eV [26].

The bosons can be classified by their. The spin 1 particles are the gauge bosons that are acting
as force carriers. While the spin 0 boson, the Higgs boson, gives mass to the former bosons,
except the gluon and photon, and couples to all massive particles including itself.

Quantum Field Theory

The Standard Model is a non-abelian gauge field theory which is based on the product of three
groups SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y . The groups SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y describe the electro-weak sector,
which is the unification of the electro-magnetic interactions and the weak forces. The group
SU(3)C contains the QCD and the interactions related to the color charges.

A field theory describes the interaction between fermions and bosons by constructing a La-
grangian density L and introducing fermion fields Ψ and boson fields Aµ to describe the parti-
cles and forces. For a fermion of mass m the Lagrangian density, without a potential is:

L = Ψ̄(iγµ∂µ −m)Ψ (2.1)

With Dirac’s γ-matrices γµ and the adjunct spinor Ψ̄ = Ψ†γ0.

Interactions with an external field can be added to the Lagrangian by adding a boson field Aµ.
A priori the new Lagrangian obtained is not invariant under gauge transformations of the type:

Aµ(x) → A ′
µ(x) = Aµ(x) + ∂µΛ(x) (2.2)

Where Λ(x) is an arbitrary field.

A Lagrangian which is unchanged under a gauge transformation is called gauge invariant. To
restore the invariance the fermion fields and the derivative ∂µ are adapted simultaneously.

Each generator of a symmetry groups under which the Lagrangian is invariant, yields an
additional boson, as outlined below. For a detailed description of quantum field theory see [27].

Electro-Weak Unification

The electro-magnetic and weak forces can be unified and described by the product group
SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y , with the weak hyper charge Y = Q − I3 and weak isospin I. Here Q is the
electric charge and I3 is the third component of the weak isospin.

The theory includes a massless isospin triplet field Wµ = (W
(1)
µ ,W(2)

µ ,W(3)
µ ) from SU(2)L and

a massless isospin singlet Bµ for U(1)Y . The physically observed states W+
µ ,W−

µ ,Z0
µ and Aµ are
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linear combinations of the former mentioned massless fields introducing the weak mixing angle
θw.

The Lagrangian describing the interaction in the electro-weak unified theory is:

Lint = g · Jµ · Wµ + g ′ · JµY ·Bµ (2.3)

With g and g ′ denoting the coupling constants to Wµ and Bµ. Here the currents for the weak
isospin Jµ and the weak hypercharge JYµ = Je.m.

µ − J
(3)
µ are used. Rewriting the Lagrangian with

the physical fields and the relation of the couplings g/g ′ = tan(θW) to the weak mixing angle
θW gives:

Lint =
g√
2

(
J−µW

µ+ + J+µW
µ−
)
+

g

cos θW

(
J
(3)
µ − sin2 θW · Je.m.

µ

)
Zµ+g · sin θW · Je.m.

µ Aµ (2.4)

The first term describes the interaction via the weak charged current, while the second term
describes the weak neutral current. The third term represents the interaction via the electro-
magnetic neutral current. Thus Wµ+ and Wµ− are the charged gauge bosons, while Zµ is the
neutral gauge boson of the weak interaction. Similarly Aµ is the neutral gauge boson of the
electromagnetic interaction known as the photon.

It was experimentally observed that charged weak gauge bosons only couple to left handed
quarks and leptons. This nature is represented in the definitions of the currents as:

J+µ =ν̄γµ
(1+ γ5)

2
l (2.5)

J−µ =l̄γµ
(1+ γ5)

2
ν (2.6)

J
(3)
µ =Ψ̄γµ

(1+ γ5)

2
I3Ψ (2.7)

With the projection to left handed-chirality as (1 + γ5)/2 and the third component of the
isospin I3. Here the wave function Ψ =

(
ν
l

)
is used, l and ν are a lepton and the neutrino with

the same flavor.

The Higgs Boson

Three of the gauge bosons introduced in the former section are experimentally found to be
massive. To implement the mass in the Lagrangian a mass term of the type −m2/2AµAµ could
be added. As this term would violate gauge invariance, a different approach is taken here. If
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one defines the covariate derivative as Dµ = ∂µ − ig1
2τWµ − ig ′ 12Y · Bµ, where τ are the Pauli

matrices, then the Lagrangian for a complex field ϕ can be written as:

LHiggs = [iDµϕ]† [iDµϕ] − µ
2ϕ†ϕ− λ

[
ϕ†ϕ

]2
(2.8)

Different realizations of the complex field are possible. The ground state ϕ0 of this field can
be transformed via gauge transformations, such that one realization of the ground state is

ϕ0 =
1√
2

(
0

v

)
(2.9)

with the vacuum expectation value v2 = −µ2/λ. The non-zero vacuum expectation value
shows that the ground-state breaks the symmetry spontaneously for this potential. This effect is
well-known from superconductivity (see [28]). Expanding the non-zero component around the
ground state gives an additional potential h(x), which is called the Higgs field. Inserting the
linear combination for the physical boson fields in the relevant part of the first term of Eqn. 2.8:

⏐⏐⏐⏐(−ig12τWµ − ig ′
1

2
Y ·Bµ

)
ϕ

⏐⏐⏐⏐2 =M2
WW

+
µW

−µ +
1

2
M2

ZZµZ
µ (2.10)

Here the masses of the W boson is MW = 1/2vg and the mass of the Z boson is MZ =

1/2v
√
g2 + g ′2. Thus due to the spontaneous symmetry breaking the vacuum expectation value

is related to the boson masses and it follows that the masses of the weak gauge bosons are
related to the weak mixing angle θW :

cos θW =
MW

MZ0

(2.11)

The masses of fermions can be accounted for by adding a mass term −mΨΨ. As this term
is not invariant under SU(2)L a different approach is necessary. By pairing the field Ψ with an
adjoint doublet, like the Higgs doublet ϕ introduced earlier, the invariance can be restored.

The mass term of the Lagrangian for an electron can then be written as:

LYukawa elec. = −Ge

(
(νe e)L

(
ϕ+

ϕ0

)
eR + eR(ϕ

+
ϕ
0
)

(
νe

e

)
L

)
(2.12)

Here the Yukawa coupling of the electron is Ge =
√
2me

v and thus connects the vacuum
expectation value of the Higgs with the mass of the fermion.
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Combining these Lagrangians the full Lagrangian function for the EW sector can be written
as:

LEW = Lgauge +Lmatter +LHiggs +LYukawa (2.13)

Where Lgauge is the gauge term, Lmatter includes the interaction of the bosons from Eqn. 2.4,
LHiggs is Eqn. 2.8 and LYukawa is Eqn. 2.12 generalized to all fermions. This complete Lagrangian
is by construction invariant under gauge transformations from SU(2)L and U(1)Y .

Quantum Chromodynamics

The Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is represented by SU(3)C with the color charge C. The
full Lagrangian can be written as

L = Ψ
(
i /D−mq

)
Ψ−

1

4
Fµν,aFµν,a (2.14)

with the gauge covariant derivative Dµ = ∂µ + igAµ
a
λa
2 and the gauge invariant gluonic field

tensor Fµν,a = ∂µAν,a − ∂νAµ,a − g[Aµ,a,Aν,a]. This definition includes the eight gluon poten-
tials Aµ,a, the coupling constant g and the generators from SU(3) λi.

The main feature of QCD is the color-charge of quarks and gluons, with the quarks holding
a single color charge and the gluons holding a color and anti-color simultaneously. As the
gluons interact with color charged particles, they can interact with other gluons, which makes it
possible to find three or four gluon vertices.

The coupling strength of QCD αS is found to be a function of the squared momentum transfer
q2. It can be expressed in terms proportional to αn[ln(q2/q20)]

m. In the so-called leading log
approximation only terms with n = m are kept which omits negligible terms and speeds up
calculations. The coupling strength in leading log approximation can be written as:

αS(q
2) =

αS(q
2
0)

1+BαS(q
2
0) ln(q2/q20)

=
1

B ln(q2/Λ2)
(2.15)

Here B = (33 − 2f)/12π is a factor depending on the number of quark flavors f and Λ2 =

q20 exp(−1/BαS(q20)). For less than 17 quark flavors the coupling decreases for increasing q2,
while for smaller q2 the coupling increases. The small coupling at large q2 and thus small
distances between quarks, is called asymptotic freedom. Quarks in this regime act as free particles
as gluons that are surrounding the quarks effectively reduce the color charge as seen by other
quarks at close distances.
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In the regime of large couplings for Λ2 ≈ q2 the perturbation theory breaks down. In pertur-
bation theory quantities can be expressed in terms of powers of the coupling. As higher orders
can only be omitted when α≪ 1, a large coupling makes this approach impracticable. For large
distances and thus small q2 the quarks observe a so-called confinement in a potential of the form:

V(r) = −
4

3

αS
r

+ k · r (2.16)

Where r is the distance of the quarks and k is a constant describing the system similar to Hooke’s
law. The first term resembles a Coulomb type interaction. When quarks are separated then a
string of gluons holds them together similar to a spring. When the energy stored in this tube of
gluons exceeds the energy needed to pair-produce a quark-antiquark pair, then the tube splits
in two quark pairs. This property leads to a confinement of quarks, and makes it impossible to
find single free quarks.

These remaining colorless states can consist of a quark-antiquark pair, or of three quarks with
different color (red+green+blue=colorless). Those bound states are called hadrons, which are
further divided depending on the number of quarks included. A quark-antiquark pair is called
meson, while a state consisting of three quarks is called baryon.

beyond the sm

The presented Standard Model of particle physics is a very successful model, that was able
to explain and predict many particles and their properties within a rather simple theoretical
framework. A large number of experiments have been performed to find discrepancies between
nature and the Standard Model. None of these experiments was able to find a significant hint for
physics beyond the SM. Nevertheless there are observations in cosmology and basic considera-
tions about the theory that imply that the SM might be a low energy-approximation of a more
basic theory.

Observations of rotational curves of the Milky Way and of galaxy clusters showed that the
orbital speed as a function of the distance to the galaxies center is not compatible with the
prediction by Kepler-like orbits. Thus a large fraction of matter is interacting gravitationally
but is unseen by telescopes. This matter is called Dark Matter as it does not interact electro-
magnetically and thus does not emit light.

Further the effect of gravitational lensing of light around large masses is used to determine
the mass of galaxies which can be compared to the mass estimated by the light emitted. A
discrepancy in these values also hinted to Dark Matter.
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The most striking observation was made by combining X-ray observations of the Bullet Cluster
with gravitational lensing measurements [29, 30]. The center of gravity observed by these two
complementary methods is not in agreement, which points also to Dark Matter.

Measurements of the cosmological microwave background [31, 32] show that the matter de-
scribed by the SM accounts for only 4.8% of the energy in the universe, while 26.1% are Dark
Matter and the remaining 69.1% are the still unexplained so-called Dark Energy.

The main arguments for physics beyond the Standard Model are:

gravity The theory of special relativity describes the gravitational interaction between massive
particles. A unification of the SM with the special relativity would complete the descrip-
tion of forces within one model. One possibility would be by introducing extra spatial
dimensions, in which the coupling strength of gravity is comparable to the electro-weak
coupling. For large distances compared to the size of the extra-dimensions, the gravita-
tional force would not be able to penetrate to the extra dimensions, thus obtaining the
observed 4 dimensional behavior of gravity.

unification of forces The observed interactions in the SM are depending on the energy.
One explanation are theories of Grand Unification (GUT). Those theories imply that at
higher energies or temperatures the coupling strengths of the forces are converging and a
unified force is expected to appear.

naturalness The large discrepancy between the strength of the gravitational and weak inter-
actions is called problem of Naturalness. It implies a highly fine-tuned mass of the Higgs
boson, as radiative corrections at high energies are very close to the bare mass of the Higgs.

dark matter and dark energy The Standard Model does not have a viable candidate for
Dark Matter or an explanation for Dark Energy and is thus incomplete.

There is a large variety of models trying to overcome the above mentioned shortcomings of
the SM. A short overview of the models examined in this work follows.

Excited Quark

If quarks are composite particles then excitations of quarks are expected. The so-called Excited
Quark [33, 34] would decay in 83% of the cases to an ordinary quark and a gluon, the remaining
times it would decay in quark plus W/Z/γ.

The Lagrangian showing the vector-like coupling to quarks and gluons is:

Lgauge = f∗γµαS(m∗)
λa

2
Aa

µf
∗ (2.17)

With the fermion field for the excited fermions f∗, the Dirac matrices γµ, the strong coupling
constant αS, the generators from SU(3) λa and the gluon field Aa

µ, with color a.
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The corresponding decay width is:

Γ(q∗ → gq) =
1

3
αS(m∗)f

2
s

m3
∗

Λ2
(2.18)

The coupling strength fs is chosen to be unity and the scale of New Physics Λ is chosen to be
equal to the mass of the excited quark m∗, hence the relative decay width is Γ/m∗ = αS(m∗)/3.

Color Scalar Octet

Several models introduce a spin zero particle with an octet color structure [35–38], similar to
the color of gluons. These particles arise in Technicolor models, in models with universal extra
dimensions and also as sgluons in supersymmetric models.

The interaction can be written as:

Lgg S8 = αS(mS8)d
ABC κS

ΛS
SA8 F

B
µνF

C,µν (2.19)

With the scalar octet field SA8 with color A, the field strength tensors of QCD FBµν with color
B and the structure constants from the anti-commutator rules in QCD dABC. Here the coupling
constant κS is chosen to be unity, and the scale of New Physics ΛS = mS8 is equal to the mass
of the Scalar Octet (S8).

The decay width of these particles is given as:

Γ(S8→ gg) =
5

3
αS(mS8)κ

2
s

m3
S8

Λ2
(2.20)

Using κS = 1 and ΛS = mS8, this gives a relative decay width of Γ/m∗ = αS(mS8) · 5/3 and
hence 5 times the width expected for an excited quark.

Heavy Gauge Bosons

A heavy partner of the charged gauge bosons with also spin-1 nature called W ′ is expected from
a large variety of models [39–46]. A W ′ is predicted in Grand Unified Theories, in left-right
symmetric models, in models with little Higgs, in models with the Higgs as pseudo-Goldstone
boson and as excitations in Kaluza-Klein models.
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All of these implementations have the same structure for the charged current interaction to
quarks as:

LCC
q =W+

µ u
i(γµvij + γ

µγ5aij)d
j +W ′+

µ ui(γµv ′ij + γ
µγ5a

′
ij)d

j + h.c. (2.21)

Here the W+
µ represents the SM W boson, while W ′µ gives the heavy partner. Further the

Dirac fermions are ui and di, and the coupling constants vij, aij, v ′ij and a ′
ij consist of the CKM

matrix plus an additional right-handed mixing matrix.

The decay width of a heavy gauge boson is dependent on the mixing angles and the coupling
strength. For unity coupling and negligible mixing the relative decay width is Γ/mW’ ≈ 2.5%.

Chiral W∗ Boson

Another possible extension is to add a doublet of massive vector fields Vµ = (Z∗
µ,W∗

µ) with
similar quantum numbers as the SM Higgs boson [47–50]. This leads to an interaction that is of
tensor character:

L =
1

M

∑
f

(gfLRΨ
f
Lσ

µνψf
RDµVν + gfRLD

†
µV

†
νψ

f
Rσ

µνΨf
L) (2.22)

Here f denotes the fermion family, Ψf
L are the left-handed doublets and ψf

R are the right-
handed singlets. The couplings are denoted as gfLR and the scale of New Physics as M. The
covariant derivative is Dµ and the Dirac tensor σµν.

This theory is interesting as it provides a different angular distribution of the decay fermions.
Usual heavy gauge bosons obey a decay proportional to 1+ cos2 θ, while W∗ decays according
to cos2 θ with θ being the angle between initial parton and outgoing fermion.

Quantum Black Holes

One consequence of possible extra spatial dimensions is the existence of Black Holes. The
conditions at the LHC favor the production of Quantum Black Holes [51–54], which include
effects of quantum gravity. Additionally to the usual 4 dimensions of spacetime a flat spatial
n-dimensional torus could exist. Depending on the radius of this torus and the number of extra
dimensions, gravity becomes strong at energies observable at collider experiments.

Under the assumption that the Planck scale in 4+n dimensions is of the order of the black hole
produced in a proton-proton collision, this black hole would not decay thermally via Hawking
radiation but would behave similar to a particle resonance. The most probable decay channel
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Figure 2.2: Schematic view of proton proton collision between proton with momentum A and proton with
momentum B.

would be in two quarks, two gluons or a gluon and a quark. Here only black holes of ADD
type [55, 56] are considered.

proton-proton collisions

The rate of processes observed in proton-proton collisions can be calculated via the cross-section
(see [57]). A sketch of the situation is shown in Fig. 2.2. In the collinear factorization [58] the
cross-section for a process A+B→ X+n can be written as:

σ =
∑
a,b

∫1
0
dxadxb

∫
fAa (xa,µF)fBb(xb,µF)dσ̂a+b→n(µF,µR) (2.23)

Here fAa (xa,µF) and fBb(xb,µF) are the parton distribution functions (PDF) which depend on
the momentum fraction x relative to their parent hadron A,B and the factorization scale µF. The
cross-section of the sub-process a+ b→ n can be written as:

dσ̂a+b→n(µF,µR) = dΦn
1

2ŝ
|Ma+b→n|

2 (Φn;µF,µR) (2.24)

With the renormalization scale µR, the differential phase space element for the n final-state
particles dΦn and the matrix element squared |Ma+b→n|

2.
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Figure 2.3: Parton Density Function from CTEQ collaboration [62].

For this calculation two arbitrary scales have to be chosen, the factorization scale roughly sep-
arates the regime of long and short-distance physics while the renormalization scale affects the
evaluation of the running coupling constant (see q2 in Eqn. 2.15). A common choice is to set
both parameters µF = µR equal to the energy scale of the involved process, e.g. the mass of
the resonance. The dependence of the physical cross-section on these unphysical parameters
vanishes for the full result of the matrix element and the sub-process cross-section. As only ap-
proximate solutions of these results are available expressed in orders of the strong coupling, the
uncertainty on the resulting calculation can be estimated by varying the unphysical parameters.

The dependence of PDFs on the factorization scale can be obtained from the Dokshitzer-
Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) evolution equations [59–61]:

∂qi(x,µ2F)
∂ logµ2F

=
αS
2π

∫1
x

dz

z

(
Pqi,qj

(z,αS)qj(
x

z
,µ2F) + Pqi,g(z,αS)g(

x

z
,µ2F)

)
(2.25)

∂g(x,µ2F)
∂ logµ2F

=
αS
2π

∫1
x

dz

z

(
Pg,qj

(z,αS)qj(
x

z
,µ2F) + Pg,g(z,αS)g(

x

z
,µ2F)

)
(2.26)

With the PDFs for quarks qi(x,µ2F) and gluons g(x,µ2F) and the Altarelli-Parisi splitting func-
tions Pab(x,αS) [61] which can be calculated in a perturbative expansion.
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The dependence of the quark and gluon PDFs on the momentum fraction x have to be ex-
tracted from measurements from deep-inelastic scattering, Drell-Yan processes and jet produc-
tion. A global fit to a selected subset of these measurements is performed by several groups.
The main PDFs used at the LHC are calculated from the CTEQ [62], MSTW [63], NNPDF [64]
and HERAPDF [65] groups.

The result from the CTEQ collaboration for two different values of the momentum transfer
Q2 is shown in Fig. 2.3. The proton consists of two up-quarks and one down-quark, the so-
called valence quarks. At low Q2 the proton is dominated by its valence quarks, which carry
each roughly 1/3 of the momentum. Thus the u-quark and d-quark distributions both show a
maximum close to x = 1/3. The quark-antiquark pairs produced dynamically from the vacuum,
the so-called sea quarks and the gluons only carry small momentum fractions. For larger Q2 the
distribution of the valence quarks is shifted to smaller momentum fractions, while the sea-quarks
carry larger fractions of x. This can be explained by the increased transferred momentum, which
increases the number of produced quark-antiquark pairs, and thus the sea quark distributions
carry larger fractions of the protons momentum.

The matrix elements |Ma+b→n|
2 are also calculated perturbatively by including additional

parton radiation or loop processes. For estimating a cross-section the orders kept for the matrix
element calculation and the splitting functions in the PDFs have to be matched.

monte carlo simulation

To simulate the outcome of a proton-proton collision many different aspects have to be taken into
account [67]. The full proton-proton collision is shown in Fig. 2.4. Starting from the hard-scatter
process (red circle) described in Sec. 2.4.1 a more detailed description is necessary. Additional
radiation before and after the hard-scatter occurs and has to be taken into account, and modeled
correctly as explained in Sec. 2.4.2. Apart from the hard scatter process, other interactions
from the remaining proton debris have to be accounted for, the so-called underlying event (violet
ellipse). As protons are collided in bunches of protons, apart from the interesting hard scatter
process additional interactions between protons are found, this has to be simulated as described
in Sec. 2.4.3. Finally as partons cannot be found freely, the building of hadrons is simulated
(green ellipse) as outlined in Sec. 2.4.4.

Hard Scatter Process

As an input to calculating the hard scatter process at a fixed-order as shown in Sec. 2.3 only two
ingredients are necessary, the PDF and the matrix element of the process under consideration.
The PDFs are obtained from the fit to measurements and provided by various groups. The matrix
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Figure 2.4: Pictorial representation of full proton-proton collision [66].

elements have been calculated to several orders by theorists, by including Feynman diagrams
with additional loops or additional outgoing partons. For a large variety of processes these
matrix elements are available reaching up to next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO). In
the computation of these higher order contributions divergencies show up which require more
sophisticated theoretical treatments [68–70].

Parton Shower

Gluons and quarks emerging from the hard scatter vertex can also undergo gluon radiation,
gluon splitting or quark-antiquark production. To model these effects correctly the Altarelli-
Parisi splitting functions Pji are used. The probability to see no branching between the scales
Q2 and Q2

0 is then given by the Sudakov form factor:

∆i(Q
2,Q2

0) = exp

(
−

∫Q2

Q2
0

dk2

k

αS
2π

∫1−Q2
0/k

2

Q2
0/k

2
dzPji(z)

)
(2.27)

By iteratively adding partons to the hard scatter partons, these evolve towards lower scales,
until they reach the energies around 1GeV where they are confined in hadrons. Adding these
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partons can approximate the effect of higher-order corrections and thus predict a rough all-order
approximation.

The same procedure is followed for the initial state partons. Here the two scales two consider
are given by the hard scatter at high Q2 and low momentum fraction x on one hand, and
the low Q2 and high x values from the initial parton on the other hand. These emissions are
calculated backwards, starting from the hard scatter, and stopping the evolution as soon as an
infrared cutoff value is reached, at which the regime of the hadron is reached. Depending on the
generator used, this evolution is ordered in transverse momentum (Pythia [71]) or in angular
separation (Herwig [72]).

Underlying Event and Pileup

In addition to the partons originating directly from the hard scattering, there are more interac-
tions to take into account. Additional collisions are occurring between remnants of the colliding
protons (multi-parton interaction) as well as collisions of diffractive and non-diffractive nature
between other protons in the collision (pileup).

Those processes also undergo the parton shower procedure as outlined above. Another sub-
tlety to consider, is the non-negligible Fermi momentum of partons in the proton which can lead
to an initial transverse momentum. The nature of this has to be described non-perturbatively by
a model. This model covers the initial Fermi momentum, as well as the evolution of the parton
shower beyond the infrared cutoff.

Hadronization

The final step in the simulation, the so-called hadronization, models the transition from color-
charged partons to colorless hadrons. This regime cannot be calculated perturbatively and could
be covered in the future by lattice QCD calculations. For the time being phenomenological
models that use the properties of QCD in the regime of the confinement are used.

One of these models is the Lund string model [71] which uses the fact that the potential
between quarks can be described by Hooke’s law, while omitting the Coulomb term. The model
describes the outgoing partons as confined in a string where they are arranged in color, with
one quark at each end of the string. These strings produce hadrons by quark-antiquark pair-
production in the intense color field between the two quarks.

An alternative model is the cluster model [72] which groups two partons to a colorless clus-
ter. These clusters have an universal mass distribution, independent of the momentum transfer.
These clusters then undergo isotropic decays into pairs of hadrons.

The simulation then also calculates the decay of these hadrons, according to measured decay
properties.
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The dataset analyzed in this work was recorded by the ATLAS detector which detects the prod-
ucts of proton-proton collisions. The protons have been accelerate and brought to collision by
the Large Hadron Collider. In Sec. 3.1 the Large Hadron Collider is discussed. The ATLAS
detector is presented in Sec. 3.2.

the large hadron collider

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [73] is a hadron-hadron collider situated at the French-Swiss
border close to the lake Geneva at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN).
It has been approved in 1994, and started its first operation in 2009. The collider is housed
in the tunnel which was formerly used by the electron-positron collider LEP [74] until it got
dismantled in 2000. Also some of the accelerators that have been operating at CERN in the last
60 years are used as successive pre-accelerators to reach the highest energies obtained in collider
experiments to date.

Protons are obtained from a bottle of hydrogen by stripping the electrons. The ionized hydro-
gen is then transfered to the first accelerator step, which is the Alvarez-type linear accelerator
LINAC2. The accelerator has a radio-frequency structure of 33m in length and accelerates
protons up to an energy of 50MeV. The protons are subsequently injected into the Proton Syn-
chrotron Booster (BOOSTER), which is a synchrotron machine with four stacked rings with a
circumference of 152m each, which accelerates the protons to 1.4GeV. The next step is the Pro-
ton Synchrotron (PS). The PS is a synchrotron 628m in length and is one of the first ones to
exploit strong focusing of beams by using alternating gradients. The PS injects protons with
an energy of up to 26GeV in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). The SPS accelerates the pro-
tons in a ring of 7 km length up to an energy of 450GeV. The final step in this cascade is the
LHC ring, in which the protons are injected in one evacuated beam pipe clock-wise and another
beam pipe counter-clockwise. Here the protons are accelerated to an energy of up to 7TeV, and
brought to collision in four interaction points. These collisions can reach a center of mass energy
of up to

√
s = 14TeV. The full chain of accelerators and the points of collisions are shown in

Fig. 3.1. Each of these points is surrounded by a large detector. Two of these detectors are the
multi-purpose detectors ATLAS at the south side and CMS [75] at the north side of the LHC.
These detectors cover almost 4π of solid angle, and are built to measure momentum, energy

19
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of accelerators and locations of experiments at LHC. Date of construction,
circumference of rings or length of linear accelerator and maximum energy per beam are given.

and charge of the decay products to identify particles and perform a large variety of analyses.
The third large detector is the LHCb experiment [76], which probes CP violation in B-physics,
it is instrumented in only one hemisphere from the interaction point as it studies very boosted
events.

The LHC can also accelerate lead ions, for which another source is used. The ions are accel-
erated by LINAC3 into the Low Energy Ion Ring (LEIR) and further to the PS from which the
same cascade is used as for the proton operation. Lead-lead, proton-lead and proton-proton
collisions are thus available in all four collision points. Lead-lead collisions can be performed at
a center of mass energy of up to

√
s = 1150TeV, while a maximum of

√
s = 571TeV was reached

in 2012.

The fourth large detector is the ALICE experiment [77] which studies lead-lead and proton-
lead type collisions, where very high densities and thus conditions similar to just after the Big
Bang are obtained.

Apart from the four big detectors, there are two very forward detectors, and one small detector
searching for exotic matter. The LHCf detector [78] is situated 140m away from the collision
point around ATLAS and measures energy and multiplicity of neutral pions under a very small
angle to the beam direction. TOTEM [79] is another very forward detector, which is situated
close to CMS and consists of roman pots and tracking telescopes to measure the total elastic
proton-proton cross-section and diffractive processes.
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Figure 3.2: Computer generated image of the ATLAS detector in cutaway view [81]. Showing from inner-
most layer to outermost layer: Inner Detector, electromagnetic calorimeter, hadronic calorimeter
and muon spectrometer.

The MoEDAL experiment [80] is a small detector, which is situated in the empty hemisphere
close to LHCb. It uses nuclear track detectors to search for magnetic monopoles and other exotic
types of matter.

In this thesis events produced in proton-proton collisions are analyzed that have been detected
and reconstructed with the ATLAS detector. For proton-proton collisions a nominal center of
mass energy of

√
s = 14TeV is planned, the data shown in this thesis have been recorded with

√
s = 8TeV. Nominally the LHC contains 2808 bunches of protons, with each bunch containing

1.15× 1011 protons, separated by 25ns of bunch spacing. This would give an instantaneous lumi-
nosity of L = 1× 1034 cm−2 s−1. In 2012 operation 1380 bunches have been used with a bunch
spacing of 50ns, resulting in a maximum instantaneous luminosity of L = 7.4× 1033 cm−2 s−1.

the atlas detector

The ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) detector [81], shown in Fig. 3.2, is a multi-purpose
particle detector that was designed to be able to investigate a large variety of New Physics
models, while also increasing knowledge in precision measurements of the Standard model.
New Physics models of interest include new heavy gauge bosons W’ and Z’, compositeness of
quarks, flavor changing neutral currents, lepton flavor violation, anomalous triple and quartic
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couplings, extra dimensions and supersymmetry. To search for one of those models that give
rise to additional particle production with a very low cross-section, it is necessary to identify par-
ticle properties reliably and suppress large backgrounds, especially QCD jet production. Apart
from these New Physics motivation, the ATLAS detector is also designed for measuring QCD,
electro-weak and flavor processes in the Standard Model with highest precision, to find possible
deviations from the predictions. The main priority at the time of building the detector was to
find an evidence for a Standard Model Higgs boson. Hence the search for the Higgs boson
was an important benchmark in setting the requirements for the detector in terms of acceptance,
resolution and identification of leptons and jets.

The high intensity, high energy proton beam delivered by the LHC to the experiments, sets
additional requirements on the detector design in terms of radiation hardness, identification of
additional inelastic collisions and high rate processing.

To fulfill these requirements ATLAS has been designed as a multi-layer detector. The Inner
Detector is used to record the tracks of charged particles, two layers of calorimeters to measure
the energy of electromagnetically and hadronically interacting particles and finally a muon sys-
tem to measure the momentum of muons. The curvature of charged particles in a magnetic field
is exploited to measure the momentum of charged particles. For this two magnetic field systems
are used in ATLAS. The Inner Detector is surrounded by a solenoid, which generates a magnetic
field parallel to the beam-axis and thus does not influence the beam. An additional toroidal
magnet generates a magnetic field in the muon system, with field lines in the plane transverse
to the beam.

Coordinate System

ATLAS uses a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system. The beam direction is aligned along
the z-axis. The x-y plane is transverse to the beam axis, with the x-axis pointing to the center of
the LHC and the y-axis pointing upwards.

From this Cartesian system spherical coordinates can be defined. The azimuthal angle ϕ is
defined in the x-y plane, the polar angle θ is defined with respect to the beam axis. This polar
angle can be expressed in terms of pseudo-rapidity as:

η = − ln tan θ/2 (3.1)

A visualization of different pseudo-rapidities is shown in Fig. 3.3. The ATLAS detector is
instrumented up to |η| = 4.83, which corresponds to less then θ = 1 ° from the beam-axis.

The rapidity of a particle can be defined as:

y =
1

2
ln
(
E+ pz
E− pz

)
(3.2)
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Figure 3.3: Lines of different pseudo-rapidity in r-z plane, where r is the projection of the direction vector
on the x-y plane.

Here E is the energy of a particle and pz is the momentum along the beam axis. For massless
particles the rapidity is equal to the pseudo-rapidity. The rapidity is used for massive particles
as differences of rapidities are invariant under Lorentz transformations.

Inner Detector

The Inner Detector, which is shown in Fig. 3.4, is the innermost part of the ATLAS detector. It
is 6.2m in length and 2.1m in diameter and surrounds the evacuated beam pipe that passes
through ATLAS. The main goal of the Inner Detector is to measure the momentum of charged
particles precisely, while also reconstructing the position of the decay vertex from which these
particles emerge. The required resolution of the momentum measurement is determined to
be σpT/pT = 0.05% · pT/GeV ⊕ 1% to achieve the desired precision. The coverage in pseudo-
rapidity is required to be −2.5 < η < 2.5. This is achieved by three different detector types.

The innermost layer of the Inner Detector consists of three layers of silicon pixels in the barrel
region, which are read out by approximately 80.4 million channels. The end caps are covered by
two times three disks. The next layer consists of silicon micro strip detectors (SCT), which form
four layers in the barrel region and two times four disks as end caps. These two layers are using
semi-conductors, where a traversing particle will produce electron-hole pairs, that are extracted
in an electric field and thus measured.

The last layer consists of a transition radiation tracker (TRT) build from straw tubes, here 73

straw planes are used in the barrel region and 160 straw tubes in the end caps. The TRT serves
as a tracking detector by using gas-filled straws, where a passing particle produces electron-ion
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(a) Full view (b) Barrel region

Figure 3.4: Computer generated image of the ATLAS Inner Detector in cutaway view [81].

pairs that are measured. Additionally the TRT can identify electrons, which emit X-ray photons
when passing a radiator material. These photons are also detected in the gas-filled straws.

The whole Inner detector lies within a magnetic field of B = 2T, to be able to extract the
momentum from the curvature and the charge of the bending particles.

By using this design the Inner Detector is able to cope with the approximately 1000particles
that are expected to penetrate the detector in |η| < 2.5 every 25ns.

Calorimeter

The calorimetry in ATLAS measures the energy of particles passing through the detector, except
neutrinos and muons. The system is divided in two parts, an electromagnetic calorimeter which
stops almost all leptons and a hadronic calorimeter which stops hadrons and the remaining
leptons (except muons and neutrinos). The detectors cover a pseudo-rapidity of |η| < 4.9 with a
coarse granularity. To obtain precise measurements of electrons, positrons and photons a finer
granularity is used in the pseudo-rapidity region, that is also covered by the Inner Detector. The
full calorimeter is shown in Fig. 3.5, in the center of the detector are the electromagnetic and
hadronic barrels. The forward region is covered by a liquid argon (LAr) forward calorimeter
(FCal), that is surrounded by two end cap wheels and an extended barrel.
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Figure 3.5: Computer generated image of the ATLAS detector calorimeter system in cutaway view [81].

For stopping particles in a detector the thickness in radiation lengths X0 and interaction
lengths λ are important (see also [82]). These two quantities are necessary due to the differ-
ent nature of hadronically and electromagnetically interacting particles.

An electromagnetically interacting particle that enters matter emits photons. If the energy of
one of these photons is above twice the electron rest mass, then a pair of electron and positron
is produced. This process develops a so-called shower in the calorimeter, with a characteristic
length and width.

The mean energy ⟨E⟩ after a distance x with an initial energy of E0 is given as:

⟨E⟩ = E0e
− x

X0 (3.3)

The radiation length X0 gives the distance at which the energy of the particle is lowered to 1/e.

A hadronically interacting particle also develops a shower when passing through matter.
Mainly pions are produced. If neutral pions are produced, they decay to two photons, which can
develop an electromagnetically shower as described before. Charged pions can decay in muons,
which are not contained in the calorimeter or neutrons which can transfer parts of their energy in
nuclear excitation to the detector material. Thus the energy in a hadronically shower is not fully
measurable in the calorimeter, and the shape of the shower follows a different characteristics
than for the electromagnetic case.
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Figure 3.6: Material in ATLAS calorimeter in absorptions lengths [83].

The interaction length λ characterizes the mean distance a hadronic particle travels until it
interacts in an inelastic nuclear reaction. It is dependent on the inelastic cross-section σi and
element specific properties as the molar mass A and the density ρ.

Typical values of the radiation length X0 for the materials used in the calorimeter are 0.56 cm
(lead) or 1.76 cm (iron). The interaction length λ is much larger for these and found to be 17.59 cm
(lead) and 16.78 cm (iron) [84].

In ATLAS the electromagnetic calorimeter has > 22X0 in the barrel region and > 24X0 in the
end caps region. An overview of the absorption length in a quarter of the calorimeter is shown
in Fig. 3.6. The calorimeter provides at least 11 λ up to a rapidity of |η| = 4.9 including non-active
parts, like support structures or cables. This large number of interaction lengths guarantees a
minimal number of particles not being stopped completely by the calorimeters, and thus lost for
the calculation of energy and missing transverse energy.

Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The electromagnetic calorimeter is shown in Fig. 3.7. It is the innermost part of the calorimetry
and is divided in a barrel region that spans |η| < 1.475 and two end cap wheels that cover
1.375 < |η| < 3.2. The calorimeter is built as a sampling detector, with liquid argon (LAr) as
active material and lead plates as absorbers. The kapton electrodes are accordion-shaped, thus
providing full ϕ-symmetry without a crack.

The barrel consists of two half-barrels that are separated by a 4mm gap at z = 0. The end
cap is divided in an inner wheel at 1.375 < |η| < 2.5 and an outer wheel at 2.5 < |η| < 3.2. The
barrel and end caps each use their own cryostat, while sharing one vacuum vessel, together with
the solenoid. This decreases the amount of inactive material passed by particles before entering
the calorimeter. To estimate the inevitable energy loss due to inactive material accurately the
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Figure 3.7: Quadrant of electromagnetic calorimeter and Inner detector [83].

so-called presampler, an active LAr layer, is placed in front of the calorimeter covering |η| < 1.8.
In the barrel the presampler is 1.1 cm thick, in the end caps it is 0.5 cm thick.

In the barrel and end cap region, the calorimeter consists of three layers of cells with decreas-
ing granularity. The segmentation of the barrel calorimeter cells is shown in Fig. 3.8, in the
barrel region the cell size varies from ∆η x ∆ϕ = 0.025 x 0.025 to 0.05 x 0.025. In the end cap the
granularity ranges from 0.025 x 0.025 to 0.1 x 0.1. This design leads to an energy resolution of
better than 2% for medium and high energy electrons.

Hadronic Calorimeter

The hadronic calorimeter is divided in tile calorimeter, LAr hadronic end cap and LAr forward
calorimeter. The tile calorimeter consists of a barrel region at |η| < 1.0 and an extended barrel at
0.8 < |η| < 1.7. Both barrels are divided in 64 modules in the azimuthal coordinate and in three
layers in radial component. The modules contain the sampling calorimeter, that is built from
steel absorbers and scintillating tiles. The tiles are read out on two sides by wavelength shifting
fibers, that feed light in photomultipliers.

The LAr hadronic end caps consist of two wheels on each side which cover 1.5 < |η| < 3.2, thus
overlapping with the coverage of the tile and the forward calorimeter. Each wheel is segmented
in two segments in depth. The end caps are built from 32 identical wedge-shaped modules,
which are made from copper plates with a 8.5mm gap that is filled with LAr as active material.

The LAr forward calorimeter covers 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 and is placed 1.2m shifted from the front
face of the electromagnetic calorimeter, to reduce the neutron flux in the calorimeter. Thus the
calorimeter is required to be of high-density, which is obtained with an interaction length of
more than 10 λ. The calorimeter is divided in three modules. The first module is made from
copper, which is optimal for measuring electromagnetic interactions. The second and third layer
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Figure 3.8: Sketch of a barrel module, showing the granularity of the three layers [81].

are build from tungsten, and hence optimized for measuring hadronic interactions. All modules
are formed as metal matrices with electrodes in evenly distributed channels, with LAr in a gap
between electrode and channel surface.

The energy resolution obtained in test beams with pions is shown in Fig. 3.9. Here a mea-
surement combining the tile and LAr parts of the detector is used. The energy resolution is
estimated from a fit to be:

σE
E

=
52.05%/

√
GeV√

E
⊕ 3.02% ⊕ 1.59GeV

E
(3.4)

Each of these three parameters is estimated with a relative accuracy of about 10%. Results
from using the forward calorimeter give an energy resolution that is up to a factor of 2 worse
than for the central part of the calorimeter.

Muon System

The muon system consists of four types of detectors that are in a magnetic field of up to B = 4T
generated by a barrel toroid magnet and two end cap toroids. It is the outermost layer of the
ATLAS detector and thus it is 44m in length and 25m in height. The momentum of muons is
measured by observing bent tracks in a magnetic field. The detector components used are three
layers of chambers that are installed in the barrel region. In the end cap region three disks of
chambers are used. One detector type used for the precision tracking are monitored drift tubes,
which cover |η| < 2.7 and consist of 1088 chambers with a total of 339 000 channels. Also used for
the tracking are cathode strip chambers that cover 2.0 < |η| < 2.7 and consist of 32 chambers with
31 000 channels. For triggering and to obtain a second coordinate resistive plate chambers are
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Figure 3.9: Relative energy resolution for pions measured with combined LAr and tile calorimetry at |η| =
0.25 [81].

used. These cover a region of |η| < 1.05 and consist of 544 chambers with 359 000 channels. For
the same reason thin gap chambers that cover 1.05 < |η| < 2.7 which consist of 3588 chambers
and 318 000 channels, are used.

The full muon system is shown in Fig. 3.10.

From Particles to Signals

Particles passing through one of the former mentioned detector parts, interact with matter and
depending on the detector component an energy or only the position of the particles trajectory
is registered.

In the pixel and SCT part of the Inner Detector [85, 86] a charged particle produces electron-
hole pairs in a semiconductor, which are separated by an electric field. The resulting current is
amplified by electronics and if exceeding a threshold the passing is recorded. In the TRT part of
the Inner Detector the radiation obtained from relativistic particles passing through the border
between two materials is exploited to identify particles. In the straws of TRT also electron-ion
pairs are produced in a gas. Thus the number of produced electrons is registered.

In the tile calorimeters [87] a current pulse from a photomultiplier is amplified and shaped.
The incoming signal is a charge signal with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 15ns, that
is shaped into a unipolar voltage signal with 50ns FWHM and an amplitude that is proportional
to the input charge. The output signal is then read by a fast digitizer module.

In the LAr calorimeters [88] particles passing through the detector ionize the liquid argon. The
produced electrons and ions drift to the electrodes and thus the charge signal consists of a fast
rise of a few ns due to the electron drift time, followed by a slow linear decay for the duration
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Figure 3.10: Computer generated image of the ATLAS detector muon system in cutaway view [81].

of the ion drift time. Here the peak current measured I0 is proportional to the energy registered
in the calorimeter. This charge signal is then formed into a voltage signal with a narrow positive
peak and broad negative peak as shown in Fig. 3.11. The area between the positive peak and the
x-axis and the negative peak and the x-axis are identically, this ensures a base line subtraction
that is optimized for L = 1× 1034 cm−2 s−1 . This shape and the shaping time constant are
optimized to reduce the influence of pile-up noise, which increases with longer signal response.
While contrary to this the thermal electronic noise increases with shorter shaping time.

In the muon system [89] muons that are passing the chambers leave pairs of electrons and ions
in the chamber gas. Those pairs are separated by an electric field and the charges are collected,
amplified and shaped.

Trigger System

To be able to record interesting physics events a trigger system has be used. The main goal of the
trigger is to reduce the data rate observed in 2012 of up to 32TB s−1 to a rate of up to 1.6GB s−1,
which can be recorded within the capabilities of the data acquisition system. To achieve this the
ATLAS trigger system [90] is divided in three steps, which are summarized in Fig. 3.12.

In the first level (L1) an initial selection of events is performed, which reduces the data rate to
0.3% of the initial rate. For this selection information of a subset of detectors is available, thus
for example tracking information are not accessible. The level of detail is also reduced, which is
achieved by processing only lower granularity information from the calorimeters and ignoring
parts of the muon system. In L1 events are selected based on transverse momentum of muons,
electrons/positrons, photons, jets or hadronically decaying tau-leptons. Additionally missing
transverse momentum or the sum of transverse energy is available. Any of these properties or a
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Figure 3.11: Triangle shaped pulse in current from LAr barrel electromagnetic cell and corresponding
output after bipolar shaping [81].

Figure 3.12: Schematic view of the three step ATLAS trigger system. Numbers are maximum values
reached in 2012 data taking [91].
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combination of several of those is exploited to make a decision about an event. At L1 a technique
called prescaling is employed. To be able to achieve the former mentioned reduction while still
preserving interesting low transverse momentum events, only a fraction 1/p of events passing
a low threshold trigger are kept, where p is the so-called prescale factor. Another important task
of the L1 system is to define a region of interest (RoI) which describes where in the detector
(η,ϕ) an interesting event was recorded, of which nature (type of trigger fired) it was and which
threshold was surpassed. This information is then passed on to the level 2 (L2) system.

The L2 trigger uses the RoI information of the L1 trigger to refine a trigger decision, while
using the full granularity information and additionally the tracking information. This selection
reduces the data rate from L1 down to 10%. The full granularity is only available for the full
detector, if the algorithm is less complex. If it is more complex than the trigger decision is
obtained from detailed information available within a RoI only.

The last step in a trigger decision is called the Event Filter (EF), which reduces the data rate
to 16% of the output of L2. This is a total reduction from the detector output to the Event Filter
output of 5 · 10−5. The EF trigger uses the full detector coverage and granularity, which makes
it possible to consider the full event for a trigger decision, instead of separated information from
the sub-systems. Additionally the algorithms used in this last step are using calibrations that
are as close to the ones used in the final analysis as possible.

The L1 system has to decide if an event is kept within 2.5µs and is thus implemented close to
the detector in ASIC (application-specific integrated circuits) or FPGA (field-programmable gate
array) hardware. The decision in L2 has to be taken within 40ms, while the EF decision is taken
within 1 s, thus these two levels are implemented in computer farms with about 7500CPU cores
each.

The events passing the EF stage are then processed further in a so-called reconstruction step
as shown in Sec. 3.2.6. Due to constraints on the computing power, the reconstruction is partly
delayed to when the data taking is finished and hence the computing farm at L2 and EF could
be used for delayed reconstruction. The rate of events reconstructed divided in categories de-
pending on the objects triggered on is shown in Fig. 3.13. About 400Hz have been reconstructed
promptly, while additionally 200Hz are reconstructed delayed.

Reconstruction

To obtain a data format that is analyzable by an end-user starting from the raw detector infor-
mation, the multi-step procedure shown in Fig. 3.14 is implemented [93].

In a first step the data obtained from the Event Filter are stored in byte-stream (BS). This BS
data is then transformed to a C++ representation, the so-called raw data object data (RDO).

These samples are then reconstructed into event summary data (ESD). This includes assigning
4-vectors to all particles exploiting the full momentum and rapidity range of ATLAS. For the
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Figure 3.13: Rates recorded by the last step of trigger system in 2012 [92].

tracking all suitable detectors are used, which are the muon chambers, the drift tubes, the TRT
and the silicon detectors. Here multiple pattern recognition algorithms are used.

From the calorimeter cell information clusters are formed and clusters are combined to jets
(see Chap. 4).

In this step also the identification of objects like photons, electrons, positrons, muons and
τ-leptons is performed. The reconstruction of jets and missing transverse momentum is refined
here.

In a second step the ESD data are prepared for user analysis in the analysis object data (AOD)
format. For this loose selection criteria are applied on the identified objects and object specific
tags, for example b-tagging, are added. These tags are also available separately in the TAG
format.

As those AOD files are still very large, a further step to reduce the level of detail, is performed.
In this step derived physics data (DPD) are extracted [94]. This format exists in three levels of
detail. The first two iterations D1PD and D2PD are AODs with reduced information tailored to
physics analysis needs. To ease the handling of these files a third version D3PD was employed,
which uses a flat structure of float numbers or vectors of floats. These samples are thus entirely
interactively readable in ROOT [95]. These are even closer to the needs of a specific analysis
group, by keeping only variables, objects and events, that are used in an analysis.
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Figure 3.14: Reconstruction steps in ATLAS data model [93].

Luminosity

One important figure in particle physics is the luminosity (see [96] for an extensive summary).
It is a measure for the performance of an accelerator and gives an estimate of the expected rate
R seen for a process with cross-section σ:

L =
R

σ
(3.5)

Absolute Luminosity Determination

To obtain an absolute measurement of the luminosity several options are available. The most
popular is the so-called van der Meer scan [97], which varies the separation of beams and calcu-
lates the convolved beam sizes Σi from such a measurement by calculating:

Σi =
1√
2π

∫
Ri(δi)dδi
Ri(0)

(3.6)

For the two directions i ∈ (x,y) and where δi is the transverse distance between the beams and
Ri(δi) is the rate of events measured.

This can be transformed in a per bunch luminosity by:

Lb = fr ·n1 ·n2 · cosα · e
−

∆2
x

2Σ2
x
−

∆2
y

2Σ2
y

2π · Σx · Σy
(3.7)

Where fr is the revolution frequency of the accelerator, ni are the number of protons per
bunch, α is the crossing angle between the beams and ∆i are the relative beam offsets.

Relative Luminosity Measurements

The results obtained in the former section can be used to determine absolute luminosity values
for specific conditions. To measure the luminosity continuously different methods have been
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developed. Those relative methods have to be calibrated regularly by the absolute methods, to
obtain a reliable measurement.

Two methods to measure a relative luminosity are based on detectors which are placed close
to the beam axis and thus measuring scattering under small angles. One detector is placed in
the forward region and one in the backward. If hits in one or the other detector is observed in a
bunch crossing, this crossing is counted in NOR. If both detectors are hit this is counted in NAND.
The average number of visible inelastic interactions per bunch crossing µvis can be calculated as:

µvis = − ln(1−
NOR

NBC
) (3.8)

With the number of bunch crossings NBC. To obtain the total number of inelastic collision
µ = µvis/ϵ, the efficiency ϵ is needed, which is process- and detector-specific.

If the efficiencies for the forward detector and the combination of both is similar and high
enough, then the second method uses the coincidence of both detectors registering a particle as:

µvis ≈ − ln(1−
NAND

NBC
) (3.9)

These two methods are usually referred to as Event_OR and Event_AND.

To calibrate the relative luminosity to the absolute scale the maximum interaction rate per
bunch crossing has to be measured by one of the algorithms mentioned above. Thus the visible
cross-section can be calculated as:

σvis = µ
MAX
vis

2π · Σx · Σy
n1n2

(3.10)

Which is a characteristic number per algorithm and detector. This leads to the absolute lumi-
nosity of

L =
µvisnbfr

σvis
(3.11)

Here nb is the number of bunches in the accelerator.

Measurement in ATLAS

The luminosity measurement in ATLAS [98] is relying mainly on the results of two independent
measurement methods performed with two detectors each.

At a distance of z = 184 cm from the interaction point the Beam Conditions Monitor (BCM)
is situated [99]. The BCM consists of four diamond sensors on each side of the interaction
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Figure 3.15: Van der Meer scan recorded by BCMH using the Event_OR algorithm in 2011 (left). Extracted
visible cross-section from LUCID in different scans in 2011 (right) [98].

point, with approximately 1 cm2 in cross-section. The sensors are placed at a pseudo rapidity of
|η| = 4.2 and can be grouped in two horizontal and two vertical sensors, named BCMV (vertical)
and BCMH (horizontal).

The second detector used is LUCID [100], which is a Čerenkov-type detector with C4F10 filled
aluminum tubes. It is situated at a distance of 17m from the interaction point which translates
to 5.6 < |η| < 6.0. Particles entering the tubes produce Čerenkov photons, which are internally
reflected and guided to photomultiplier tubes. If more photons than given by a threshold are
registered, this event is marked as a hit.

Both detectors use the Event_OR and Event_AND methods described in Sec. 3.2.7 to obtain a
luminosity measurement.

An exemplary result of one van der Meer scan is shown in Fig. 3.15(a), recorded by the
Event_OR algorithm by the BCMH detector part. The blue dotted line shows a fit to the data
points by a Gaussian plus a constant term. The resulting visible cross-sections recorded by
LUCID with the Event_OR algorithm are shown in Fig. 3.15(b).
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Figure 3.16: Integrated luminosity delivered from the LHC to ATLAS and luminosity successfully recorded
by ATLAS [101] (left). Recorded luminosity as a function of average number of interactions
per bunch crossing [101] (right).

To minimize systematic uncertainties the van der Meer scan has to be performed under special
beam conditions, with a smaller number of colliding bunches and lower bunch intensities of the
order of L = 1× 1029 cm−2 s−1.

The luminosity measurements for the data recorded in 2012 used the same methodology
as explained in [98]. The total integrated luminosity over time is shown in Fig. 3.16(a). A
total of 22.8 fb−1 have been delivered by the LHC, while the detector recorded 21.3 fb−1 of
which 20.3 fb−1 have been found to be usable for physics analysis. The measurements of the
luminosity are given with an uncertainty of 2.8%, which take into account multiple sources of
uncertainties. The largest uncertainties are assigned to the calibration of the van der Meer scan,
smaller uncertainties are accounted for the long-term stability, the dependence on µ, the bunch
population product, the stability of BCM and afterglow corrections. Where the afterglow takes
into account, that due to nuclear de-excitations in bunch crossings after a collision, a remaining
activity is measured by the luminosity detectors.

The average number of interactions per crossing is obtained by solving Eqn. 3.11 for µ and
using the per bunch luminosity measured above. The result for the 2012 data taking is shown
in Fig. 3.16(b).





4 J E T S

As quarks and gluons hadronize within a short distance, they cannot be observed as partons
in the detector. A good approximation to reconstruct the kinematic properties of the outgoing
partons produced in a collision, are jets. These are a combination of several objects depending
on their properties. In ATLAS jets are constructed from topological calorimeter clusters. In this
section the full chain from initial cell energies to fully calibrated jets is discussed. In Sec. 4.1
the clustering of calorimeter cells to topological clusters is shown. The clustering of topological
clusters to jets is discussed in Sec. 4.2. In Sec. 4.3 the rejection of jets that are not originating
from the hard scatter and the treatment of jets in poorly instrumented regions is discussed. The
calibration procedure used in ATLAS to obtain the correct energies for these jets is outlined
in Sec. 4.4. The method to obtain systematic uncertainty on the estimation of the jet energy
is summarized in Sec. 4.5. Finally the jet energy resolution is discussed in Sec. 4.6. The full
procedure from calorimeter cells to fully calibrated jets, which is detailed in this chapter, is
shown in Fig. 4.1. The following sections are summarizing the efforts made by the ATLAS
community, and do not include own contributions of the author.

topological clusters from calorimeters cells

To reconstruct the energy of a particle in the calorimeter a sophisticated algorithm to cluster
cells is mandatory. This procedure has to be able to suppress noise from the electronics and from
multiple proton-proton collisions, as well as separate the energy deposits from close-by particles.
Due to the nature of the calorimeter system in ATLAS it also has to cope with very different
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Figure 4.1: Steps from calorimeter cells to fully calibrated jets in EM+JES+GCW scheme.
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Figure 4.2: Noise at cell level in different calorimeter components [102] simulated for a center of mass
energy of

√
s = 7TeV.

granularities and detector geometries. All of these requirements are met by the topological
cluster algorithm [102].

A topological cluster consists of a number of adjacent calorimeter cells that are selected accord-
ing to a given algorithm. The criteria to select cells in ATLAS is based on the signal-over-noise
ratio t. The signal strength is the absolute value of the energy in a calorimeter cell. The noise per
cell is calculated as the expected electronic noise added in quadrature with the expected noise
from pileup events. The contribution of electronic noise for

√
s = 7TeV in different calorimeter

types and rapidity regions is shown in Fig. 4.2(a). In the rapidity region used in this analysis,
the electronic noise is always below 500MeV per cell. The effect of additional noise from pileup
events is shown in Fig. 4.2(b) for pileup conditions similar to the ones in the

√
s = 7TeV data

taking, where a luminosity of L = 1× 1034 cm−2 s−1 and an average number of interactions per
bunch crossing ⟨µ⟩ = 8 increases the noise level in the region of interest up to 2GeV. For the
conditions of the 2012 data taking at

√
s = 8TeV and ⟨µ⟩ = 30 those noise levels are increased

by a factor of 2. The clustering then follows these steps:

1. Select all cells with t > tseed as seeds for the clustering. Those seeds are now called proto-
clusters. Sort the list of proto-clusters in descending order according to the energy per
cell.

2. Add all adjacent cells to the initial seed that fulfill t > tneighbor. All cells added act as an
additional seed. Repeat this step until the proto-cluster stops growing.

3. Iterate again through the list of the now larger proto-clusters. Add all adjacent cells to the
proto-cluster if t > tcell.
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If during this procedure a cell is adjacent to two clusters then there are two possibilities. If
t > tneighbor, then the two proto-clusters are merged. If t < tneighbor, then the cell is merged with
the more energetic proto-cluster.

It was shown, that in ATLAS a scheme with tseed = 4, tneighbor = 2 and tcell = 0 works best to
suppress noise while efficiently finding low-energy clusters.

After these clustering steps there might be large clusters which are produced by more than
one particle. To recover as much information as possible, several steps are followed to split
clusters. For this procedure only cells that have been part of a proto-cluster are considered:

1. Find a cell that is a local maximum with Ecell > 500MeV and has at least 4 neighboring
cells.

2. Use local maxima as seeds for clustering:

• This clustering does not obey any thresholds.

• Only cells that have been in a proto-cluster are considered.

• No merging of proto-clusters is performed.

If after the last step a cell adjoins two proto-clusters, the cell is shared between the two and the
proto-clusters get a fraction of the cells energy assigned. This fraction of energy is determined
by the following weight:

w
geo
all,1 =

EEM
clus,1

EEM
clus,1 + r · E

EM
clus,2

w
geo
all,2 = 1−w

geo
all,1 (4.1)

Here wgeo
all,i is the weight assigned to the cell with respect to proto-cluster i and EEM

clus,i is the
energy of proto-cluster i. The weight depends on the relative energy of the two proto-clusters
considered, and a geometrical factor r :

r = ed1−d2 (4.2)

With di, the distance of the cell to the geometric center of proto-cluster i. This factor r is unity
if the distances di are equal. In this case the energy of the cell is assigned to proto-cluster 1

and proto-cluster 2 according to the energy of the proto-clusters. For equal energies, the cell is
assigned to both proto-clusters equally. For the case that the cell is closer to one proto-cluster,
this cluster will receive a larger fraction of the cell energy.
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After merging and splitting all proto-clusters with negative energy are removed, and the
remaining ones are called clusters. To obtain the cluster kinematics (ηclus,ϕclus), the already
introduced geometrical weights are used, to estimate a weighted sum:

ηclus =

∑Ncell
i=1 w

geo
all,i ·

⏐⏐⏐EEM
cell,i

⏐⏐⏐ · ηcell,i∑Ncell
i=1 w

geo
all,i ·

⏐⏐⏐EEM
cell,i

⏐⏐⏐ (4.3)

ϕclus =

∑Ncell
i=1 w

geo
all,i ·

⏐⏐⏐EEM
cell,i

⏐⏐⏐ ·ϕcell,i∑Ncell
i=1 w

geo
all,i ·

⏐⏐⏐EEM
cell,i

⏐⏐⏐ (4.4)

The total energy of a cluster EEM
clus is calculate as:

EEM
clus =

Ncell∑
i=1

w
geo
all,i · E

EM
cell,i (4.5)

To assign a mass to a cluster a hypothesis about the particle measured in the cluster would be
needed. To avoid additional assumptions, clusters are considered as massless pseudo-particles,
with a four-momentum:

P = EEM
clus · (1, sin θclus · cosϕclus, sin θclus · sinϕclus, cos θclus) (4.6)

Here θclus is calculated from the pseudo-rapidity as θclus = 2 arctan e−ηclus

jet clustering algorithms

The clustering method shown in Sec. 4.1 performs well in clustering all remnants from pion
decays in up to 10 cluster. To reconstruct the initial parton, all hadronization products have to be
clustered. For this a more sophisticated method is necessary. The presented algorithm [103] can
be used with input pseudo-particles at various levels. Here topological clusters are used as an
input, which are clustered to represent the spray of particles originating from the hadronization
of a single parton.

To give a representation of the underlying physics and be able to compare data with theoretical
calculations, the resulting jets have to fulfill two requirements:

• Infrared safety: Any additional soft radiation must not change the properties of the jet
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• Collinear safety: Splitting of a hard pseudo-particle in two softer collinear particles must
not change the properties of the jet

Those two properties are important to give a reliable result independent of details of the
hadronization, that might introduce additional splitting of final state particles. Also additional
particles originating from soft radiations or pileup should not influence the jet.

Several algorithms to cluster jets have been developed and used in the past. The algorithm
used for this analysis is called anti-kt. It uses a sequential procedure for clustering, depending

on the distance ∆ij =

√(
yi − yj

)2
+
(
ϕi −ϕj

)2 between pseudo-particles i and j, as well as the
transverse momenta pt,i and pt,i.

1. Calculate the distance measure between particle i and all other possible particles j as:

di,j = min
(
p
2p
t,i ,p2pt,j

)∆2
ij

R2
(4.7)

2. Calculate the distance measure between particle i and the beam as:

di,B = p2pt,i (4.8)

3. Combine pseudo-particles i and j if there is one di,j that is smaller than di,B. If all di,j are
larger than di,B, remove object i from the list of particles and call it a jet.

4. Repeat the above procedure until the list of pseudo-particles is empty and all jets are found.

Different values of p change the behavior of the clustering fundamentally. For p = 1 the
algorithm is called the kt-algorithm, which clusters particles with small transverse momentum
first. This leads to jets of irregular shape, which makes it hard to subtract contributions from
additional interactions.

The algorithm is called Cambridge/Aachen for p = 0, here the clustering is independent from
kinematical properties of the particles and takes only the geometrical distance into account. This
also gives an irregular shape, which is dependent on soft radiation.

The algorithm used in this analysis is called anti-kt using p = −1. The variable R gives a
measure of the size of the resulting jet. For a scenario with some hard particles and several
soft particles, there are three different cases. If no hard particle is found within a distance of
2R around a hard particle, then a perfectly conical jet is produced with a radius of r = R. If a
second hard particle is found in a distance ∆ij between R and 2R, then two jets are produced.
Soft particles in the overlapping region between the two hard jets are assigned to one or the
other jet depending on the distance and transverse momentum configuration. If a second hard
particle is found within R of the first hard particle, then both are clustered in the same jet, which
shape differs from a cone, depending on the transverse momenta.
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Figure 4.3: Active area for different jet algorithms [103].

To illustrate different jet algorithms the active area of a jet was defined [104]. To calculate the
active area of a jet, a large amount of very soft particles is added to an event. Those so-called
ghost-particles are taking part in the usual clustering. In Fig. 4.3 this active area is illustrated as
colored area, for different jet algorithms. One can easily see, that jets clustered with the anti-kt
algorithm tend to give conical jets centered around the highest pT particle, as expected.

jet quality criteria

When working with jets from topoclusters, there are two types of jets that should be excluded.
One type of reconstructed jets originates from sources different than the hard scatter e.g. cosmic
radiation. In Sec. 4.3.1 the methods to identify such jets is shown, and the criteria to remove
them from data are discussed. The second type of jets that should be ignored in data analysis,
are those jets with a poorly measured energy. This is the case if a jets direction coincides with
a non-functional part of the detector, or a transition region with non-optimal instrumentation.
In Sec. 4.3.2 the impact of these jets and the selection criteria to exclude these is shown. The
following sections outline the work presented in detail in [105].
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Jets from Other Sources

Partons produced in an hard scatter event will eventually be measured in the calorimeter and
will be reconstructed as a jet. Apart from those jets, that a physics analysis is interested in, there
are several other sources of jets:

• Beam-gas events: If a proton collides with the residual gas in the beam-pipe, this can lead
to a collimated bunch of particles and be misinterpreted as jet.

• Beam-halo events: If the halo of the beam interacts with the collimators in the accelerator,
sprays of particles are produced, that can reach the detector.

• Cosmic rays: If a cosmic ray gets measured in the detector, while a proton-proton collision
occurs, this can be misinterpreted as originating from the hard scatter.

• Calorimeter noise: Electronic noise in the calorimeter can be reconstructed as a jet.

The solution is to find a suitable set of selection criteria to reject jets that are not originating
from the hard scatter, while retaining jets that are from the hard scatter. This is performed
on data and MC simulation, by selecting two samples. One sample that is enriched with non-
collision jets by selecting events with only one jet and a large missing transverse momentum
Emiss

T . Also the direction of the jet and the Emiss
T should be in opposite direction in the plane

transversal to the beam axis by selecting ∆Φ(jet,Emiss
T ) > 2.8 rad. Additionally the missing

transverse momentum significance Emiss
T /

√∑
ET needs to be larger than 3GeV1/2. The second

sample is selected to be originating from the hard scatter and two jets are selected that are back-
to-back, by selecting ∆Φ(jet, jet) > 2.8 rad. The Emiss

T significance has to be lower than 2GeV1/2.

Selection Criteria

To suppress the effect of jets originating from other sources than the hard scatter, a variety of
variables can be used. To handle jets originating from calorimeter noise the jet quality is used,
which is defined as:

QLAr
cell =

5∑
j=1

(
sj −Ag

phys
j

)2
(4.9)

This quantity compares the expected pulse shape from an ionization event, with shape gphys
j

normalized to unity and measured amplitude A, with the measured pulse shape sj. This com-
parison is performed for the five sampling points used in the energy calculation.

A quantity that is useful for jets is the normalized average quality factor ⟨Q⟩, which is the
energy squared weighted quality factor for all cells within a jet. Also useful is the differentiation
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Figure 4.4: Jet distributions for different selection levels in data recorded at
√
s = 7TeV, the impact of the

center of mass energy change on the cleaning is negligible. Shown is the impact of fake jet
selection and hard scatter selection [105].

between calorimeter regions, for this the fraction of energy in a calorimeter region fLAr
Q or fHEC

Q

with a poor quality factor (QLAr
cell > 4000) is calculated.

A selection according to these three variables is able to reject the two main components of
calorimeter noise. One source are noise bursts which occur in the hadronic end cap calorimeter,
and manifest itself as single cells with a large fraction of a jets energy, while also having large
⟨Q⟩. Another source is coherent noise in the electromagnetic calorimeter, which is characterized
by large fractions of a jets energy in this part of the calorimeter, while having a large ⟨Q⟩ and
large fLAr

Q .

To select jets originating from cosmic rays or beam-induced backgrounds, useful variables are
sensitive to the shapes of the electromagnetic shower, as the fraction of energy in the electromag-
netic calorimeter fEM or the layer with the maximum energy fraction fmax. As jets are usually
also measured by tracks, which are produced by charged particles, the fraction of transverse
momentum calculated from tracks relative to the jets calorimeter transverse momentum fch is
used.
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Another useful variable is the jet time, which is the squared energy weighted cell time. Where
the cell time is the time between collision and impact of a particle in a calorimeter cell.

In [105] four different levels of jet cleaning have been defined. The levels are called looser,
loose, medium and tight with decreasing contribution of fake jets in the selection. The levels looser
and loose are defined to be almost 100% efficient in keeping hard scatter events, while rejecting
99.5% of fake jets. In Tab. A.1 and Tab. A.2 the selection criteria for those levels are summarized.

In Fig. 4.4(a) the impact of these selections is shown for the transverse momentum of a jet.
Fig. 4.4(b) shows the same for the ϕ distribution. This distribution shows clearly the additional
contribution at ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π, which is characteristic for beam-induced backgrounds, origi-
nating from the collimators of the LHC.

Selection Efficiency

A tag and probe method is used to estimate the efficiency of these selection criteria. By selecting
dijet events in which the tag jet has to pass tight selection criteria, the probe jet can be assumed
to be from the hard scatter event. Thus applying the selection criteria on this probe jet, gives an
estimate on the efficiency of the selection. The measured selection efficiency is above 99.8% for
the looser level for pT > 30GeV and |η| < 4.5, and only slightly worse for the loose selection. For
the other levels jets with a transverse momentum of pT < 50GeV, have a selection inefficiency of
up to 15%, while for higher transverse momenta the efficiencies are above 99% for medium and
above 98% for tight.

Inaccurate Measured Jets

During the operation of ATLAS some modules of the Tile Calorimeter were not operational. If
a fraction of particles in a jet hits these modules, then the reconstructed jet energy estimate
is inaccurate. To correct for this, two methods are used. On a cell level the average of two
working cells can be used, to estimate the energy lost to the measurement. The second option
is to estimate the jet shape based on MC simulations depending on the exact position in the
calorimeter. The effect of non-working modules is estimated as:

BCHcor,jet =
1

Ejet

∑
i∈bad cells

Ecell,i (4.10)

With the total energy per jet Ejet and the energy per cell Ecell,i where i denotes the cell. The jet
energy is thus corrected as:

Ejet =
Ejet,uncorr

1− BCHcor,jet
(4.11)
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Figure 4.5: Relative response of probe jet in region with non-functional tile module [106] measure in data
recorded at

√
s = 7TeV. The impact in

√
s = 8TeV is similar.

In Fig. 4.5 the response of jets corrected with these two methods is shown, studied via tag-and-
probe. The jet based correction performs better than the cell based, thus the jet level correction
is used. This correction performs well if small fractions of a jet are affected. If large fractions
of a jet are within non-operational regions of the detector, the jet energy cannot be calculated
reliably, thus jets with a correction bigger than 50% are flagged as ugly.

As there is a transition region between barrel and end cap calorimeters, which is not instru-
mented well for measuring jets, any jets falling in this region are also excluded from the analyses.
These events are selected by using the energy fraction in the TileGap3 scintillator, which sepa-
rates these two detector regions. If the energy fraction of a jet measured in this scintillator
exceeds 50%, the jet is flagged as ugly.

jet calibration

The jets found according to the procedure in Sec. 4.2 give only a rough estimate of the energy
of the parton they originated from. The calibration of the calorimeters are designed to measure
energies of particles interacting mainly electromagnetically like electrons or photons, and thus
producing electromagnetic showers. A jet consists mainly of pions. Neutral pions dominantly
decay to two photons, while charged pions decay to a muon and a neutrino. The neutrinos
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produced in these decays usually pass through the detector without detection, and are thus
lost for the determination of the energy (effect of O(1%)). A much larger fraction of energy of
up to 50−60% is not visible to the detector due to inelastic collisions between particles from
the shower and the detector material. Those collisions produce low-energy photons or nuclear
fragments which travel only a small distance and are lost in the absorber part of the calorimeter.

To assign the correct energy to a jet, additional calibration steps are necessary. In Fig. 4.1
the full chain of calibration is shown. The first row corresponds to the procedure discussed in
Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2, which produces calorimeter jets from calorimeter cells via clustering to
topological clusters. The second row shows the four additional corrections applied to recover
the energy lost in the measurement. The full calibration procedure as used for

√
s = 7TeV is

presented in [106]. For the data recorded at
√
s = 8TeV the order of corrections has been altered,

the pileup correction has been improved [107] and an additional step in the MC-based correction
has been added [108].

Origin Correction

As shown in Eqn. 4.6, the kinematic variables assigned to a cluster are dependent on the individ-
ual cell variables. Given that a jets kinematic variables are calculated as the sum of four-vectors
of the corresponding topological clusters, it is important that the spatial coordinates of cells
are calculated correctly. The spatial coordinates have been calculated with respect to an origin,
which is set to be the detector center. As the position of the hard scatter interaction point can
be different from the detector center, a correction is needed. As the displacement is along the
z-axis of the detector, the pseudo-rapidity η is influenced, while ϕ is unaffected. A correction to
the pseudo-rapidity is applied to topological clusters. The vector pointing from the origin to the
centroid of the cluster is adapted to originate in the real hard scatter vertex. This correction is
then propagated to the jet level. The correction improves the angular resolution and the jet pT
response by up to 1%.

Pileup Correction

Pileup impacts a jet measurement in two ways. On the one hand particles originating from
pileup vertices can end up in jets assigned to the hard scatter process. This has an effect on the
energy of the jet. On the other hand jets originating from pileup vertices can be reconstructed
and thus lead to additional jets in an event. The latter can be corrected for by using a tagger [109]
to identify those jets, and remove them from the analysis. To correct for the former effect
a two step procedure is applied. In a first step the jet energy is corrected for pileup on an
event-by-event basis depending on the jet area and median pT density (which is a measure of
pileup activity). In a second step any residual pileup dependence is removed in a MC based
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approach, where the response is binned in number of primary vertices NPV and average number
of interactions per bunch crossing ⟨µ⟩.

These two variables are sensitive to the two origins of pile up. Additional interactions in the
proton-proton collision can occur and show up as supplementary vertices. This kind of pile up
is called in time pileup, and can be characterized by the number of primary vertices NPV.

The second type of pile up is the so-called out of time pileup, which occurs when particles
emerging from a previous collision are detected in a later collision. This kind of pileup is
influenced by the average number of interactions per bunch crossing ⟨µ⟩.

Jet Area Based Subtraction

The jet area method uses the area covered by a jet and the measured pT density from pileup to
correct the jet energy. The property used to estimate the pileup contribution is the median of
the pT density as defined by:

ρ = median

⎧⎨⎩p
jet
T ,i

A
jet
t,i

⎫⎬⎭ (4.12)

Here ρ is calculated by clustering the topological clusters for each event with the kt-algorithm.
The transverse momentum of jet i clustered in this way is pjet

T ,i, while Ajet
t,i is the transverse

component of the four-vector of the jet area Aν
i . The four-vector version of the jet area is defined

as an extension to the area introduced in [104]:

Aν
j =

1

vg ⟨gt⟩
∑
gν
i ∈j

gνi (4.13)

To estimate the area of a jet, a large amount of ghost particles with very small pT is added
uniformly to an event. The four momentum of a ghost particle gνi is summed for all particles
within a jet j. Additionally this sum is normalized by the transverse momentum density of the
ghost particles vg ⟨gt⟩, where vg is the number of ghost particles per unit area.

The resulting ρ distribution is shown exemplarily for 20 ⩽ ⟨µ⟩ < 21 and different values of
NPV in Fig. 4.6(a). Here a calibration scheme different from the one used in this work is shown.
The so-called local calibration weights (LCW) method accounts for the non-compensating nature
of hadronic interaction by weighting at cell level. The plots shown here are similar for both
schemes. For a fixed ⟨µ⟩ the number of primary vertices is clearly correlated to the measured
event pT density. The dependence of ⟨ρ⟩ as a function of pseudo-rapidity η for different values of
⟨µ⟩ is shown in Fig. 4.6(b). For the region with |η| < 2.5, where the granularity of the calorimeter
is large, a large ⟨ρ⟩ is observed, which is decreasing with decreasing ⟨µ⟩.
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Figure 4.6: Dependence of median event pT density for different pileup conditions [107].

The corrected transverse momentum of a jet is finally calculated as:

p
jet,corr
T = p

jet
T − ρ ·AT (4.14)

Where pjet
T is the transverse momentum of the jet after origin correction, ρ the event pT density

and AT the transverse component of the jet area.

Residual Pileup Correction

After subtracting the pileup component according to ρ ·AT there is still a residual dependence of
the reconstructed pT on NPV and ⟨µ⟩ as shown in Fig. 4.7. The notable change of behavior around
|η| = 2.5 is because of the different granularities of the forward calorimeter, which starts there.
The pileup subtraction removes the dependency on in-time pileup almost completely as shown
in Fig. 4.7(a). The dependence on out-of-time pileup is not changed as shown in Fig. 4.7(b). To
remove the remaining pileup dependence a correction is applied which is calculated from simu-
lated dijet events. By comparison to jets clustered from truth particles, a correction proportional
to NPV − 1 and ⟨µ⟩ is obtained. This correction improves the performance with in-time pileup
further, while greatly decreasing the out-of-time pileup effect.
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Figure 4.7: Dependence of pT on pileup variables for different stages of the pileup correction [107]. The
bands shown give the statistical uncertainty from the fit.

MC-Based Jet Energy Scale

To obtain the true jet energy, an additional correction is applied which uses simulated data. As
the pileup dependence is already subtracted, this MC sample is produced without additional
pileup effects. The correction uses jets at truth level that are geometrically assigned to recon-

structed jets, that are within ∆R =

√
(∆η)2 + (∆ϕ)2 = 0.3, where ∆η and ∆ϕ are the differences

in spatial dimensions between truth and reconstructed jet. Also the jets at both levels have to be
isolated, so that within a distance of ∆R = 2.5 R no jet at the same level is found with a trans-
verse momentum of pT > 7GeV. These jets are divided in bins of truth energy Ejet

truth and pseudo

rapidity at detector level ηdet. For each (Ejet
truth,ηdet)-bin the jet energy response R

jet
EM =

E
jet
EM

E
jet
truth

is

calculated and the mean is found by fitting a Gaussian distribution to R
jet
EM. In the same bins the

mean of Ejet
EM is calculated. Those values are then fitted for each bin, with a function according

to:

Fcalib,k(E
jet
EM) =

Nmax∑
i=0

ai

(
lnEjet

EM

)i
(4.15)

Here ai are free parameters in the fit, and Nmax is chosen according to the fit quality.
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The final jet energy correction factor is then calculated as

E
jet
EM+JES =

E
jet
EM

Fcalib,k(E
jet
EM)|ηdet

(4.16)

and the effect on pT for different detector regions can be seen in Fig. 4.8(b) for a center of
mass energy of

√
s = 7TeV. The inverse correction as a function of absolute pseudo-rapidity for

different jet energies is shown in Fig. 4.8(a). As the description of the detector has been improved,
by for example a better description of the inactive material or dead material in the simulation,
the jet responses have changed slightly in the low energy bins. As not enough dead material was
included, the jet response in this old description was too large, in the 2012 simulated data, the
response for the lowest energies is up to 10% lower than shown here. In addition the response
for large pseudo-rapidities of |ηdet| > 3.0 also decreased by up to 10% due to a change in the
calibration constants in the FCAL region which compensates for pileup and noise effects.

Global Sequential Calibration

The last step of the MC-based calibration uses calorimeter, tracking and muon chamber informa-
tion to improve the energy resolution [108]. By characterizing fluctuations in the particle content
of shower developments, the sensitivity to jet flavors is decreased.

The calibration used keeps the mean jet energy from the previous calibration steps unchanged,
while improving the resolution of the jet energy. The corrections C are applied in bins of (pjet

T , x)
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denoted as j, where x is a variable found to be useful in improving the resolution or to reduce
the flavor dependency, as:

C =
ptruth

T

p
jet
T

(4.17)

Where the correction is calculated for every bin j and every variable x.

The correction is applied sequentially to the calibrated pi−1
T of the former calibration step, for

each variable x, to obtain the calibrated momentum after step i, piT.

Variables used to calibrate are exploiting the fact, that energy in a specific layer gives a hint to
the response to expect. As the response is lowered due to the non-compensating nature of the
calorimeter. Other variables are sensitive to the composition of a jet, which is sensitive to the
initial parton (light-quark or gluon).

The variables used are the fraction of energy per layer, to quantify where energy is deposited
in the calorimeter. Also the number of tracks as well as the jet width are used to characterize
the jets content. The jet width is defined as:

widthtrk =

∑
i p

i
T∆R(i, jet)∑

i p
i
T

(4.18)

Here i denotes the tracks and ∆R(i, jet) is the spatial distance between track and jet.

This method is also used to recover energy of so-called punch through. If the particles of a jet
are not contained in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter, the jets energy reconstructed
from using the calorimeter information only is underestimated. A correction based on the activ-
ity in the muon chamber behind a jet is used to correct for this lowered calorimeter response.

For the punch through correction a different definition of the response in Eqn. 4.17 is used,
which uses energies instead of transverse momenta, as the energy was found to have higher
sensitivity to the effect studied.

In Situ Calibration

The final step in the calibration uses so-called in situ techniques to correct the jet transverse
momentum by exploiting balancing particles in data. Particles that are well measured are used
in a tag and probe method, to correct the energy of a recoiling jet. Several options for a tagging
object are exploited, to extend the reach in transverse momentum and rapidity. Objects like a
Z-boson or a photon that can be measured in the electromagnetic calorimeter are used, avoiding
the worse energy resolution in the hadronic calorimeter. As well as a recoiling jet, that is mea-
sured in the central region of the detector, thus probing the jet energy in non-central regions. To
calibrate jets with high transverse momentum, several jets with lower pT are used as a recoil, for
which the calibration is well known.
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The balance between a jet and a reference object is used to calibrate different transverse mo-
mentum regimes. The recoil of a Z-boson is used for the lowest transverse momentum, a recoil
photon for the medium regime and the recoil of multiple jets for the high pT region. Those
methods use the scale from a simulation or are using reference objects that have an absolute
scale, thus those are called absolute in situ methods.

The balance between two jets is used to calibrate different pseudo-rapidity regions in the
detector, by comparing to the response in the well measured central region. This is a relative in
situ technique as it depends on the reference calibration of the central region.

Z+jet Balance

To exploit the electromagnetic calorimeter, and calibrate also low pT jets, a recoil Z-boson is used.
The decay of a Z in an electron-positron pair is used to measure a pT balance.

The events used are required to have exactly one electron and one positron with EeT > 20GeV
that are within |η| < 2.47, excluding a non-optimal instrumented region 1.37 < |η| < 1.52. Addi-
tionally those electrons have to fulfill the medium quality requirements [111], which are defined,
based on the shower shapes, the track quality and track-cluster matching criteria. If the two
electrons have an opposite signed charge, and the invariant mass of the two electron system Mee

is close to the Z mass 66GeV < Mee < 116GeV, the event is kept.

The jet used in the analysis is required to have pT > 12GeV and be within |η| < 1.2. Also the
jet has to be geometrically isolated from the electrons with ∆R(jet, e) > 0.5. Any additional jets
are required to have less than 20% of the transverse momentum of the leading jet.

To reduce additional radiation perpendicular to the jet axis, a different definition for the
reference pref

T is used. Instead of the transverse momentum of the Z-boson, the projection of the
momentum on the jet axis is used:

pref
T = pZT · |cos (∆ϕ(jet,Z))| (4.19)

The response p
jet
T

pref
T

is calculated in bins of (pref
T ,∆ϕ(jet,Z)). To estimate the mean of this distri-

bution two methods are used. In the low pT-regime with pT < 35GeV a fit taking into account
the Poissonian nature of the process and the bias in the shape due to the pjet

T selection is used.
For the higher pT-regime there is no such bias, and a regular mean is calculated.

The obtained mean values are also extrapolated to ∆ϕ(jet,Z) = π with a linear fit function, to
obtain an estimate for the region which is affected most by additional transverse radiation.

The response measurement is additionally influenced by underlying event, that adds energy
to the measured recoil jet and out of cone effects, that decreases the energy of the measured jet.
These two contributions are estimated using tracks.
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Figure 4.9: Transverse momentum response obtained from Z+jet balance for
√
s = 7TeV [106].

The response compared between data and simulation is shown in Fig. 4.9 for
√
s = 7TeV. In

the analysis of
√
s = 8TeV data this response shows an improved agreement between simulation

and data. The size of the correction for all regions in pT is always smaller than 2%.

γ+jet Balance

The response of the γ+jet balance method is calculated with two methods, that have different
sensitivities to soft radiation and additional pileup contributions. The first method is the direct
balance (DB) between the transverse momenta of jet and photon, thus defining the response as
p

jet
T

p
γ
T

. The second method is insensitive to the jet algorithm used, by exploiting the calculation

of the missing transverse momentum Emiss
T . When projecting the transverse momentum of the

photon on the direction of the missing transverse momentum, one obtains the response in the
missing transverse momentum projection fraction (MPF) method:

RMPF = 1+
p⃗
γ
T · E⃗miss

T
|p

γ
T |

2
(4.20)

Here the missing energy is calculated from topological clusters.
Only events with one photon with transverse momentum p

γ
T > 25GeV within |η| < 1.37 are

considered for the calibration. This photon has to pass identification criteria based on photon
shower properties. To reduce the influence of additional jets, the photon has to be isolated, such
that in a cone of R = 0.4 around the photon, the pileup subtracted energy is smaller than 3GeV.
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Figure 4.10: Response for γ+jet using two different techniques [106] for
√
s = 7TeV.

As photons can undergo conversion to electrons and vice-versa, photons are classified according
to tracks that are matched to the electromagnetic clusters. If there are no matched tracks, the
photon is considered as unconverted. If there are one or two matched tracks originating from
the conversion vertex, the photon is considered converted. To further suppress jets that might
imitate a photon, only events with

0 <
E
γ,cluster
T∑
ptrack

T
< 2 (4.21)

are kept for photons with one matched track. While for two matched tracks this fraction has to
be between 0.5 and 2.0. Here Eγ,cluster

T is the energy of the electromagnetic cluster identified as a
photon candidate and ptrack

T the transverse momentum of the matched tracks.

The jets considered in this calibration need a transverse momentum of pT > 12GeV and lay
within |η| < 1.2. To suppress soft radiation an additional requirement on the geometrical distance
∆R(jet,γ) > 2.9 is demanded. To suppress additional jets the transverse momentum has to be
smaller than 20% (30%) of the leading jet transverse momentum for the DP (MPF) method.

The calibration is performed in bins of pγT . The resulting responses for
√
s = 7TeV are shown

in Fig. 4.10(a) for the direct balance method, and in Fig. 4.10(b) for the MPF method. The
agreement between data and simulation is always within 2% for both methods. The same level
of agreement is seen in the corresponding

√
s = 8TeV analysis.
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Multijet Balance

For the calibration according to multiple jets balancing one jet, events with a minimum of three
jets are selected, where the first jet has to be within |η1| < 1.2 and the additional jets have to
fulfill |ηj| < 2.8. Additionally the first jet is required to have pT > 300GeV. The distribution
used to calculate the correction is the response:

RMJB =
p

leading
T

precoil
T

(4.22)

With the transverse momentum of the leading jet pleading
T and the vectorial sum of the recoiling

jets transverse momenta precoil
T . This quantity is not expected to be unity, as for low transverse

momenta there are radiations of gluons and quarks, that are not contained in the selected jets
but lost, which lowers the response. Instead the mismodeling in MC is corrected for by using a
double ratio:

r =
Rdata

MJB

RMC
MJB

(4.23)

The result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 4.11. In the upper panel the ratio RMJB is shown for
events from data and from simulation. In the lower panel the inverse of the double ratio 1/r is
shown and compared to the result obtained in the γ+jet and Z+jet determination indicated with
the purple band.
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Figure 4.12: Calibration factors from dijet asymmetry from data and two different simulations for jets
clustered with radius parameter R = 0.4 [112].

Dijet Asymmetry

For the measurement with one recoiling jet it is exploited that two jets have the same transverse
momentum, at leading order. The transverse momentum asymmetry is studied as:

A =
p

probe
T − pref

T

p
avg
T

(4.24)

Where pavg
T = 0.5 · (pprobe

T + pref
T ) is the average transverse momentum. For this correction only

jets with pT > 25GeV that are within |η| < 4.5 are used. The final correction C is derived in bins
of (pavg

T ,ηdet) and defined as follows:

1

C
=
p

probe
T

pref
T

=
2+ < A >

2− < A >
(4.25)

To use the full statistics and thus minimize the statistical uncertainties, a matrix method is
used which measures the response for a given detector region ηprobe with respect to all possible
reference regions ηref, with the requirement that |ηref| < |ηprobe|. The result of this procedure for
some exemplary regions in pavg

T is shown in Fig. 4.12. The size of the correction is below 6% in
the low transverse momentum and large rapidity regions. For high transverse momentum and
for low absolute rapidity the correction is well below 2%.
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Summary

All methods presented before use a reference object to balance against a jet, to calibrate the
energy of jets. For jets with pT < 100GeV a Z-boson is used as a reference object. The correction
obtained in this regime is always below 2%. For a medium transverse momentum of 100GeV <
pT < 700GeV the recoil of a photon dominates the correction, resulting also in a correction of
about 2%. For the highest pT region above 700GeV the recoil of several low pT jets is used.
Here the calibration factor is also around 2%. Comparing the calibration factor obtained in the
multijet method for transverse momenta comparable to the ones used in Z or photon balance,
shows a good agreement between those methods.

The method of relative calibration of different pseudo-rapidity regions gives calibration factors
of up to 5%. For high transverse momenta of pT > 85% this correction is always below 2%.

jet energy scale uncertainty

Pileup Components

To estimate the systematic uncertainty from applying the pileup calibration, two methods are
used. One method uses track jets, as a pileup independent probe to estimate the remaining
pileup dependence. For this study track jets within |η| < 2.1 are used with a transverse momen-
tum of 15GeV < ptrack

T < 30GeV. The dependence of the calorimeter jet pT on pileup variables
is studied for data and simulated events. In Fig. 4.13(a) and Fig. 4.13(b) the results of this study
are shown. Data and MC show no remaining dependence on ⟨µ⟩. While an overcorrection in
NPV is found, and used as a systematic uncertainty.

A second method to estimate the pileup systematic uncertainty uses the balance between
Z-boson and a jet. The difference between jet transverse momentum and reference transverse
momentum ∆pT = p

jet
T −pref

T is supposed to be pileup independent. As a reference the transverse
momentum of the Z-boson projected on the jet axis is used. To estimate a systematic uncertainty
the dependence of ∆pT on ⟨µ⟩ is studied as a function of pref

T . The result for two detector regions
is shown in Fig. 4.14(a) and in Fig. 4.14(b). The difference of this slope to zero is used as a
systematic uncertainty.

These two results are combined to extract systematic uncertainties on the transverse momen-
tum of a jet according to the number of primary vertices and the average number of interactions.
Additionally a systematic uncertainty covering the uncertainty on the knowledge of the slope
between ρ and ⟨µ⟩ is assigned. Also a systematic uncertainty on the knowledge of ρ is used.
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Figure 4.13: Dependence of calorimeter jet transverse momentum on pileup contributions as a function of
track transverse momentum [107].
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In Situ Components

Dijet Asymmetry

The largest uncertainty in the dijet asymmetry calibration is given by the modeling. This un-
certainty is estimated from a comparison between Sherpa and Powheg+Pythia8. Those two
generators give an accuracy in the variables sensitive to third jet modeling up to leading order.
Additional uncertainties due to the choice of renormalization and factorization scale are eval-
uated by changing the scales by 0.5 to 2, and are found to have a small impact. A third MC
related uncertainty is probing the influence of the shower description, by comparing the gener-
ated Powheg events showered with Pythia8 or Herwig. The difference between those shower
simulations is also small.

The selection of ∆ϕ > 2.5 rad was altered by ±0.3 rad to estimate the impact on the final cal-
ibration. Additionally to estimate the impact from pileup, the sample to derive the calibration
was split up in low and high ⟨µ⟩ and the difference in calibration was used as systematic un-
certainty. The selection according to jet vertex fraction, was altered to estimate the systematic
uncertainty by this selection step.

Also the jet energy resolution (JER) was examined, by smearing the MC with a Gaussian, the
systematic uncertainty due to JER was estimated.

All systematic and statistical uncertainty components are shown in Fig. 4.15(a) for jets with
pT = 35GeV. For a central pseudo-rapidity the main systematic uncertainty is from statistics,
while for pseudo-rapidity |η| > 1 the simulation modeling uncertainty dominates. In Fig. 4.15(b)
the uncertainty for a higher momentum of pT = 300GeV is shown, the dominating uncertainties
are similar to the low pT scenario, except for the jet energy resolution uncertainty which dom-
inates for 0.7 < |η| < 1.4. For high pT jets this uncertainty stays always well below 1% in the
central region |η| < 3.0.

Multijet Balance

As the multijet balance (MJB) uses jets that are already calibrated by the other in situ methods,
the systematic uncertainties from those methods have to be propagated into the MJB method.
Varying every single component by ±1σ, calculating the MJB response for these variations, and
finally comparing those variations, gives an estimate of the propagated systematic uncertainty.

To estimate the impact of specific choices in the kinematic selection, the pT threshold, the
asymmetry and the two angles used α and β are varied.

The impact of modeling is estimated by comparing MJB responses for different generators.
The response is calculated with Sherpa, Powheg+Pythia8, Pythia8 and Herwig++. The sym-
metrized envelope of those corrections is used as an uncertainty.
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Figure 4.15: Systematic uncertainty components from dijet asymmetry method [112].
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Figure 4.16: Systematic uncertainty components in multijet balance method [112].

Additionally a systematic uncertainty on the parton flavor is calculated. The uncertainty
from the flavor response is propagated by shifting all jets simultaneously, while for the flavor
composition the jets are shifted independently.

All systematic uncertainties used are summarized in Fig. 4.16. The total uncertainty is al-
ways below 1%, while for higher transverse momenta the dominating uncertainty is the in situ
systematics.

Z+jet Balance

In the Z+jet balance method a wide variety of systematic uncertainties was considered. The
uncertainty on the width parametrization was propagated. The fit range for the ∆ϕ extrapolation
was varied. Also the selection of the subleading jet pT was varied. The calculation of the effects
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Figure 4.17: Systematic uncertainty components in Z+jet balance method [106].

of underlying event and out-of-cone was compared between data and simulation, to estimate the
uncertainty on this method. The effect of pileup on the calibration was also studied. Additionally
the electron energy scale was propagated to the final response.

To estimate the modeling uncertainty, the correction for Pythia and Alpgen+Herwig was
compared.

A summary of all systematic uncertainties in the Z+jet balance method is shown in Fig. 4.17.
For jets with pT > 30GeV, the systematic uncertainty is always below 2%.

γ+jet Balance

To estimate the influence of pileup on the γ-jet balance method, the sample used to derive the
correction, is divided twice in two parts. For all values of ⟨µ⟩ the sample is divided in low
and high NPV. Similarly for all values of NPV, the sample is divided in low and high ⟨µ⟩. The
difference in the results between those samples is always smaller than 0.5%.

The selection criteria on psublead
T and ∆ϕ(jet,γ) to suppress soft radiation are varied indepen-

dently. This gives an additional systematic uncertainty of about 0.5%.

The fraction of jets that are misidentified as photons is estimated. This included the variation
in response by comparing the nominal result with a small jets enriched sample. The purity of the
γ-jet samples used is estimated by a side-band technique. Additionally the influence of pileup
on the purity measurement is taken into account. The total effect is estimated as 2.5% at low
photon transverse momentum, and 0.1% for high pT.
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Figure 4.18: Systematic uncertainty components from γ-jet method [106].

The influence of the γ energy scale is propagated to the result and found to be smaller than
0.8%.

The jet energy resolution is also propagated to the final response, and used as a systematic
uncertainty.

To estimate the model dependence, the calibration is performed with Pythia and Herwig.

Additionally out-of-cone effects are taken into account, by varying constants used in the
derivation of the out-of-cone effect. Also the disagreement between simulation and data is
used to cover the model uncertainties.

In Fig. 4.18(a) the uncertainty components for the MPF method are summarized. The com-
ponents for the DB method are shown in Fig. 4.18(b). The total uncertainty is similar for both
methods and always below 1.5% for photons with pT > 50GeV.

Summary of In Situ Components

The total impact of the different systematic uncertainty components originating from the in situ
methods is shown in Fig. 4.19. Low jet transverse momenta are calibrated by the Z+jet method,
while the high pT regime is only determined by the multijet balance method. In the overlapping
region between those two extremes, the γ-jet balance is used. The total uncertainty of those
methods is always below 3%.

Single Hadron Response

To estimate an uncertainty in the highest measured pT regime a single hadron measurement is
used. Single isolated hadrons are measured in minimum bias data for momenta up to 20GeV.
For the momentum range between 20GeV and 350GeV, pions have been measured in a test
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beam setup. Hadrons have been selected by calculating the energy in a narrow cone around an
isolated track. The variable studied is the ratio between the energy in this cone and the track
momentum.

The systematic uncertainties considered include the choice of the noise threshold, which is
estimated together with the calorimeter acceptance by comparing the measurement in cells with
the one in topological clusters. Additionally the response to different hadrons is studied, by
comparing three different hadronic shower models in simulated data.

An additional systematic uncertainty covers the difference in response between the final setup
of ATLAS and the setup of detectors used in the combined test beam (CTP), which used only
parts of ATLAS.

Also an uncertainty on the absolute electromagnetic energy scale is taken into account. As for
momenta above 400GeV no data is available, an additional uncertainty of 10% is added.

A summary of all uncertainty components is shown in Fig. 4.20. The total uncertainty is 4%
for low pT and decreases to about 2% for jets with pT = 1TeV. The uncertainty is only used
above the upper threshold for multijet balance, where the extrapolation uncertainty dominates.

Monte Carlo Non-Closure

The here presented jet calibration uses events, that have been simulated taking into account
a detector description from early 2012, before data taking started. During data taking this
description was optimized and changes in the geometry improved the agreement between the
description and the detector. Additionally the samples used a full simulation of the detector. For
practical reasons, many steps for example the shower development, have not been simulated
on an event-by-event basis in large samples used by the physics analysis. To save time and
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Figure 4.20: Systematic uncertainty components from single hadron response [106].

computing resources libraries of templates have been generated, and for example the shower
shapes have been selected from those. This fast type of a simulation does not describe all
variables as good as the full type. Thus an uncertainty is added to jets, if the simulated sample
used is not of the same detector geometry or not a full simulation sample.

Summary

The jet energy scale uncertainty for data recorded in 2012 at
√
s = 8TeV was presented. In total

there are four components describing the pileup dependence, 58 components are describing the
uncertainties in the in situ methods, one component the high-pT single hadron method and one
component the difference due to different detector descriptions used.

In practice many of those components are negligible for a given selection. To speed up analysis
a reduction of the number of components is provided, which keeps the correlation between
components, while combining uncertainty components, according to their source. In this thesis
one of these reduced sets is used, where the 58 in situ components are merged into 23 categories.
To further decrease the needed computing time, only in phase space regions where there is
an impact by using separate components, those are used. Else the sum in quadrature of all
components is sufficient.

The final summary of all systematic uncertainty components is shown in Fig. 4.21. For the
low pT region the uncertainty is around 4%, dominated by the absolute in situ uncertainty and
the pileup component. In the medium and high pT regime the uncertainty is dominated by the
absolute in situ component and varies between less than 2% in the medium region up to 3% in
the highest pT region. The total uncertainty in the central region is always below 4%, increasing
in regions with |η > |3 up to 7%.
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Figure 4.21: Systematic uncertainty components in jet energy scale determination in LCW+JES calibration
scheme [113].

jet energy resolution

The jet energy resolution (JER) is determined in in situ measurements as well as in simulated
events [112]. The transverse momentum balance between two jets is exploited to measure the
energy resolution with two different methods.

One method examines the asymmetry between the transverse momenta:

A(pT,1,pT,2) =
pT,1 − pT,2

pT,1 + pT,2
(4.26)

For a perfectly balanced dijet system this asymmetry is expected to be zero, the width of this
distribution can then be related to the jet energy resolution. As additional radiation would spoil
this behavior, an extrapolation of the third jets transverse momentum to zero is performed.

The second method uses a clever chosen coordinate system (ψ−Ψ). This coordinate system
is chosen in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis, with the ψ-axis being the bisector of the
two jets transverse momentum vectors. The Ψ-axis lies in the same plane, but perpendicular to
the ψ-axis. This choice minimizes additional soft radiation and underlying event, as those will
contribute isotropically.

The fractional jet energy resolution obtained in the central region |η| < 0.8 from these meth-
ods give 15% for an average dijet transverse momentum of 30GeV, and 7% at a transverse
momentum of 500GeV.
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Systematic Uncertainties

Three sources of systematic uncertainties are taken into account in this analysis. The experimen-
tal uncertainties from varying the selection criteria, the difference between the results obtained
from the two different methods and the difference in modeling obtained when comparing to
simulated events from different generators.

The total uncertainties are always smaller than 20%, while being around 10% in the central
region of 0 < |η| < 0.8.





5 D I J E T R E S O N A N C E S E A R C H

In this chapter the search for New Physics in the dijet invariant mass spectrum using events
recorded at the ATLAS detector is shown. The following sections summarize the own work of
the author, and are a refined version of the work the author was also contributing to the ATLAS
publication [114].

In Sec. 5.1 the main idea of the analysis is shown. The improvement in trigger combinations
is detailed in Sec. 5.2. An extensive overview of the selection criteria imposed on the events is
shown in Sec. 5.3. In Sec. 5.4 the method to estimate the background is discussed and finally in
Sec. 5.5 the search is presented with the results of the limit setting.

analysis strategy

The search for dijet resonances focuses on the fact, that the dijet mass spectrum obtained from
Standard Model (SM) processes is expected to be smoothly falling for masses above the reso-
nances from W and Z boson. New Physics (NP) could manifest in this spectrum as an additional
resonance as can be seen in Fig. 5.1.

The high rates of dijet events from SM processes give rise to a small sensitivity to NP signals.
To increase this sensitivity the different kinematic configurations of SM and New Physics pro-
cesses are exploited. In Fig. 5.2(a) the events from SM processes are shown, which are mainly
of a t-channel nature, and thus are concentrated at large absolute values of the rapidity separa-
tion |y∗|. In contrast the same distribution has a different shape for NP signals. In Fig. 5.2(b)
this is shown for an excited quark of mass mq∗ = 3TeV. The production of an s-channel reso-
nance leads to a rapidity distribution of the decay products close to zero. Selecting events with
a small rapidity separation |y∗| is used to increase the sensitivity. To search in a fairly model
independent way, this is the only kinematical selection criterion. According to ATLAS policy
the analysis published in [114] used a quarter of the dataset to define the final selection criteria
before analyzing the full dataset. As the selection criteria did not change between this work and
the published analysis, this procedure was not followed again for this work. Instead the full
dataset with L = 20.3 fb−1 is shown in this section, except for the simple kinematic distributions
where a reduced dataset of L = 18.4 fb−1 is shown, due to data availability issues. The small
amount of data missing for these kinematical comparisons does not introduce a bias, as it is
randomly distributed time.

71
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QCD

New Physics

dσ
mjj

mjj

Figure 5.1: Sketch of a resonance from New Physics on top of a smooth background from QCD shown in
dijet mass.
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Figure 5.2: Rapidity of leading jet vs. rapidity of subleading jet.
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trigger

The main improvement of this analysis over most of the former analyses is the reach in dijet
mass. With increasing center of mass energy and luminosity higher masses are probed. Due
to rate limitations low mass events with a huge cross section are ignored successively in the
course of the last decades of dijet searches. However, New Physics might show up at those
low masses that are omitted nowadays, due to a smaller coupling than expected (see also [115]).
To overcome this shortcoming events from a combination of different triggers are used in this
analysis.

Within ATLAS a large variety of triggers have been selecting events. For jets the natural choice
is the single jet trigger. This trigger selects events where one jet exceeds a certain threshold in
transverse momentum pT. Another possible choice is a trigger that sums up the pT of all jets
above a certain pT and selects events, if this sum exceeds a given threshold. In this analysis 11

single jet triggers and one trigger which selects based on the sum of pT are used. The nomen-
clature for triggers within ATLAS includes details about the thresholds used and the calibration
level of the jet at trigger level. Single jet triggers are named in the form EF_jXXX_a4tchad. Here
XXX gives the threshold in pT. In this analysis XXX ranges from 15GeV to 280GeV. The suffix
a4tchad gives the used jet clustering algorithm (anti-kT with radius parameter R = 0.4) and the
calibration scheme (topoclusters calibrated to hadronic scale). The trigger using the sum of mo-
menta has an additional suffix _ht700_L2FS, where 700 gives the threshold in GeV for the sum
of pT for all jets with pT > 45GeV.

To keep the recorded rate at a reasonable level, triggers with lower thresholds use a so-called
prescale factor p. This means that from those triggers only every p-th event that fulfills the trigger
requirement gets recorded. This leads to a recorded luminosity per trigger which is dependent
on the prescale factor. In Tab. 5.1 the luminosity per trigger is shown. Several options exist to
combine events recorded selected by triggers with different prescales, to assemble one complete
spectrum from the lowest dijet masses to the highest.

Delayed Trigger Stream

During the 2012 data taking a fraction of the recorded data has not been reconstructed immedi-
ately. This so-called delayed data stream was written to tape and reconstructed in early 2013 after
the data taking ended. The triggers from this stream have an additional suffix _delayed. For this
analysis the trigger EF_j220_a10tcem_delayed was used. Here the jets used are reconstructed
with the anti-kT algorithm with a radius parameter of R = 1.0 using topo-clusters calibrated at
the electro magnetic scale. As this trigger stream was not activated during the whole 2012 data
taking, the final spectrum has to be assembled from the two disjunct sets of data, one dataset
for when the delayed trigger stream was active and one dataset for the remaining time. The
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Jet Trigger Name Luminosity/fb

EF_j145_a4tchad_ht700_L2FS 20.3
EF_j220_a10tcem_delayed 17.3
EF_j280_a4tchad 1.17
EF_j220_a4tchad 0.26
EF_j180_a4tchad 7.90× 10−2

EF_j145_a4tchad 3.64× 10−2

EF_j110_a4tchad 9.84× 10−3

EF_j80_a4tchad 2.32× 10−3

EF_j55_a4tchad 4.43× 10−4

EF_j35_a4tchad 4.54× 10−4

EF_j25_a4tchad 7.87× 10−5

EF_j15_a4tchad 1.48× 10−5

Table 5.1: Integrated luminosity per jet trigger, for triggers used in this analysis.

integrated luminosity recorded while the delayed stream was active accounts for L = 17.3 fb−1,
while the stream was deactivated when L = 3.0 fb−1 was recorded by the regular stream. The
following steps of trigger combination are thus performed on both streams separately.

Trigger Efficiency

The single jet triggers of ATLAS select events if the energy of a jet in this event exceeds a certain
threshold. Those energies have to be available during data taking, to reduce the amount of data
that is written to disk or tape. At this time not all information about a jet are available or already
calculated. This leads to a preliminary calibrated energy (see Sec. 4.4 for full jet calibration)
used by the trigger, which lacks the origin correction, and the global sequential correction, due
to missing tracking information. For the calculation of the energy at trigger level a specific
calibration scheme and jet algorithm has to be chosen. The final variables used in an analysis
have been calibrated with more sophisticated methods and for a large variety of jet algorithms
and radius parameters, not necessarily identical to the ones at trigger level.

To account for this difference in jet algorithm and calibration an efficiency for the trigger is
calculated as a function of the variables used in the analysis. For establishing a well known
distribution it is paramount to have a trigger efficiency close to 1. In this analysis events were
used when the trigger efficiency was in a plateau above 99.5%. The trigger efficiency for a
trigger as a function of the calibrated pT can be estimated from data as:

ϵ(pT) =
Nt&p(pT)

Nt(pT)
(5.1)
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Jet Trigger Name 99.5% pT efficient/GeV

EF_j145_a4tchad_ht700_L2FS 460
EF_j280_a4tchad 411
EF_j220_a4tchad 341
EF_j180_a4tchad 273
EF_j145_a4tchad 241
EF_j110_a4tchad 185
EF_j80_a4tchad 135
EF_j55_a4tchad 99
EF_j35_a4tchad 59
EF_j25_a4tchad 47
EF_j15_a4tchad 27
EF_j220_a10tcem_delayed 333

Table 5.2: Triggers used in the analysis and corresponding lowest transverse momenta with ϵ > 99.5%.

Here Nt is the number of events passing a tag trigger, which is a trigger known to be efficient
in the region to probe. Nt&p is the number of events passing the tag trigger and the probe trigger,
which is the trigger to examine.

The difference in the variables used on the trigger level and those in the analysis lead to a
smeared energy resolution. Thus the efficiency deviates from the expected unit-step-like func-
tion.

To select a probe trigger that is fully efficient in the region of interest, a successive technique
was used. For estimating the efficiency of the triggers with the lowest thresholds, a random trig-
ger was used as probe. This kind of trigger randomly selects events from collision data. Those
low threshold triggers were then used as tag triggers for the higher threshold ones, if the region
of interest was well above the formerly extracted full efficiency point in pT. This procedure
is applied successively, until an efficiency estimation for every trigger under consideration is
obtained. From those the lowest pT for which the efficiency is always above 99.5% is extracted
and thus the region of phase space for which a trigger is suited is determined. An example of
this trigger efficiency for two different triggers that have been used in this analysis is shown in
Fig. 5.3. The results for all jet triggers used can be found in Tab. 5.2, while all plots are shown
in Appx. B.

One Trigger per Phase Space Region

The simplest option to use several triggers in one analysis, is to divide the phase space in
exclusive regions [116]. To each of those regions exactly one single trigger is assigned. A weight
factor w has to be used, to obtain a spectrum as seen by the detector before applying prescales,
which is equal to the prescale of the corresponding trigger.
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Figure 5.3: Example single jet trigger efficiencies for all three trigger levels, with the point of 99.5% marked
with a dashed line.

During data taking the conditions within an accelerator can change significantly. I.e. the
instantaneous luminosity decreases exponentially with time. To keep the recorded rate of events
constant, the prescale values are adjusted simultaneously. In ATLAS the data taking is divided
into so-called lumiblocks of 60 s length, in which the conditions are assumed to stay constant.
Prescale values are constant within a lumiblock. The total number of expected events Nexp in
one region of the phase space is then calculated as:

Nexp =
∑
i

Nobs,iwi (5.2)

Here wi gives the prescale of an event at the time of recording the event, i denotes a lumiblock
and Nobs,i is the number of observed events in a lumiblock. As this prescale may vary strongly,
the expected number of events will be strongly influenced by single events with a large prescale
factor. This is a purely statistical effect, that does not originate from the physics of the observed
process, and thus could be avoided. This can be done by averaging the weight that is associated
to an event with specific properties over the whole data taking period:

w
avg
i =

∑
j Lj∑
j
Lj

pji

(5.3)

Where pji gives the prescale for a given trigger i in a given period of time denoted by j. The
integrated luminosity in that period of time is Lj.

This averaging of the weight decreases statistical fluctuations and leads to smaller statistical
uncertainties.
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Combination of Triggers per Phase Space Region

To further increase the collected number of events, a combination of several triggers can be used.
This is a simple expansion of the former mentioned method. Instead of assigning one trigger
per phase space region, a combination of single jet triggers can be used. This uses the nature of
the single jet triggers. Every event that is accepted by a trigger with a specific threshold will also
be accepted by a trigger with a lower threshold. To each region of phase space a combination of
all single jet triggers is assigned, that are fully efficient in this region.

The weight to upscale the events taken by this combination can be calculated by a simple
probability consideration. The probability to miss an event, that is triggered by a fully efficient
single trigger with prescale p is:

Pmiss = 1−
1

p
(5.4)

Thus the probability to miss an event considering all triggers with corresponding prescales pk
is:

Pmiss, all =
∏
k

(
1−

1

pk

)
(5.5)

This product only contains factors from triggers, that are fully efficient in the particular phase
space region. The resulting weight is as follows:

wij =
1

1− Pmiss, all,ij
(5.6)

This weight is dependent on the region of phase space denoted with i and the prescales which
change with time, denoted as j. Analog to the former method, an averaging is performed:

wi =

∑
j Lj∑
j

Lj

wji

(5.7)

The results of this procedure, the weights per phase space region, can be seen in Tab. 5.3 and
Tab. 5.4 for the two parts of data used in this analysis.

The result of this combination, shown in Fig. 5.4, is a full dijet mass spectrum, which is
corrected for the prescales. The figure on the left shows the combination representing L =

3.0 fb−1 taken from the jet stream data, while on the right side the combination of the delayed
stream data is shown equivalent to L = 17.3 fb−1.
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Highest efficient Jet Trigger Effective prescales Number of Entries

EF_j145_a4tchad_ht700_L2FS 1.0 463 997
EF_j280_a4tchad 9.4 86 532
EF_j220_a4tchad 40.7 65 466
EF_j180_a4tchad 130.0 62 838
EF_j145_a4tchad 297.2 43 409
EF_j110_a4tchad 1137.4 64 400
EF_j80_a4tchad 5103.3 62 817
EF_j55_a4tchad 28 023.2 25 003
EF_j35_a4tchad 197 413.5 521
EF_j25_a4tchad 1 279 509.4 0
EF_j15_a4tchad 7 861 303.0 0

Table 5.3: Effective prescales and number of events per trigger category (exclusively normal stream).

Highest efficient Jet Trigger Effective prescales Number of Entries

EF_j220_a10tcem_delayed 1.0 15 988 104
EF_j180_a4tchad 202.1 152 612
EF_j145_a4tchad 594.5 71 435
EF_j110_a4tchad 2268.1 105 842
EF_j80_a4tchad 10 033.2 106 854
EF_j55_a4tchad 56 266.0 40 276
EF_j35_a4tchad 461 028.3 627
EF_j25_a4tchad 2 331 715.8 0
EF_j15_a4tchad 15 314 795.5 0

Table 5.4: Effective prescales per trigger category (delayed stream on).
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Figure 5.4: Combination of single jet triggers.
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Figure 5.5: Efficiency of combined trigger selection as a function of reconstructed dijet mass.

Combination of Trigger Streams

The method shown in the preceding paragraph gives a full dijet mass spectrum, for each of the
two trigger streams under consideration. To combine the two spectra, there are several possibil-
ities. Naïvely adding the two spectra leads to a loss of sensitivity in some regions where largely
different weights from the two streams occur. As the two spectra represent two independent
measurements of the same distribution, they can be combined as a weighted sum of the cross
sections in each bin:

σavg =
σ1 ·w1 + σ2 ·w2

w1 +w2
(5.8)

Here the cross sections per stream are σi = Ni/Li, with the number of events Ni and the
recorded luminosity Li. The weights are chosen according to the statistical power of the datasets
used as wi = 1/(∆σi)

2 = L2
i /(∆Ni)

2. Scaling this averaged cross section by the total luminosity
gives the final number of entries per bin,

Ntotal = σavg · (L1 +L2) (5.9)

with the corresponding uncertainty:

∆Ntotal =
1√

w1 +w2
· (L1 +L2) (5.10)

This gives an uncertainty that is bigger than the corresponding Gaussian one, as expected
from the effective statistics. For the bin around 800GeV one obtains 1.8× 106 events, with an
uncertainty of ∆N = 1823 events.
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Figure 5.6: Effective integrated luminosity recorded with jet stream only and with delayed stream
added [114].

The combination of triggers results in an efficiency in dijet mass, which is shown in Fig. 5.5.
To obtain this trigger efficiency for the full spectrum, the trigger to transverse momentum asso-
ciation as obtained above is used. The denominator of the efficiency calculation contains events
that pass a lower threshold trigger combination, where the same tag triggers are used as in the
single jet method.

The impact of adding the delayed stream is shown in Fig. 5.6, which shows that the effective
luminosity Leff = L/w does surpass the luminosities recorded a low dijet masses in 2010 and
2011 if the delayed stream is added.

event selection

The selection of events can be divided in three main parts:

event quality: These selection criteria guarantee that the quality of the recorded events is
high. This includes that all parts of the detector were in good conditions and ready. In
addition, an event is only considered when the jet with the highest transverse momentum
(leading jet) and with the second to highest transverse momentum (subleading jet) are
measured well.

kinematic cuts: This set of criteria is used to remove the bias from trigger turn on and to be
not influenced by additional pileup contributions. For this events where the leading or
subleading jet are below pT = 50GeV are rejected. Combined with one of the later cuts,
this gives a smoothly falling spectrum only for dijet masses with mjj > 253GeV, thus lower
dijet mass events are rejected. Also only events where leading and subleading jet are in
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Figure 5.7: Optimal |y∗| cut for different pole masses.

the central region |y| < 2.8 of the detector, where the jet energy resolution is superior, are
kept.

sensitivity enhancement: New Physics signals have a different rapidity distribution com-
pared to Standard Model production (cf. Sec. 5.1). To increase the sensitivity to New
Physics a cut on the absolute rapidity difference |y∗| is employed. Only events with
|y∗|< 0.6 are kept. This numerical value was found to be optimal by comparing the impact
of this cut on the number of signal events s and background events b. The sensitivity
was calculated as s√

b
. The determination of the optimal |y∗|cut was performed using data

and simulated signal events. The optimal value obtained from this approach is shown
in Fig. 5.7(a) for excited quark, and in Fig. 5.7(b) for W∗ (sin θ = 1). For all models and
masses the optimal cut value is found to be approximately |y∗| < 0.6. Due to the different
angular distribution of both variants of W∗ the optimal cut for those models is |y∗| < 1.0,
for simplicity a common cut value of |y∗| < 0.6 is used for all models. The optimal values
for all models and masses can be found in Appx. C.3.

Apart from the experimental determination of the optimal cut value, one can also use
a theoretical ansatz. The dependency of the cross-section on y∗ is known for QCD and
signal models up to leading order. By maximizing s√

b
, one obtains, depending on the

model, optimal cut values between 0.66 and 0.78. This rough estimation is only correct to
first order, as the signal models use an approximate higher order simulation via parton
showers that is accurate to leading order at matrix element level.

In the following the selection criteria are described in detail, assigned to the category explained
above. The impact of these cuts is shown in Tab. 5.5 and Tab. 5.6. The numbers in these tables
differ quite a bit between the normal stream and the delayed stream. The reason for this is the
different shape of events before correcting for prescales. As the delayed stream recorded more
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Selection criteria Nev rel. remainder[%]

1 (before cuts) 871 647 227 100.00
2 (trigger check) 12 886 319 1.48
3 (after GRL) 9 918 952 1.14
4 (vertex check) 9 918 894 1.14
5 (calorimeter error cut) 9 863 909 1.13
6 (leading jets y cut) 9 422 143 1.08
7 (after ugly jet cut) 8 339 494 0.96
8 (after bad jet cut) 8 334 537 0.96
9 (after jet pT cut) 7 610 460 0.87
10 (after y∗ cut) 4 396 317 0.50
11 (after mjj cut) 4 259 455 0.49

Table 5.5: Cuts applied on the full 2012 data sample (normal stream), showing Nev and the cut efficiency.

Selection criteria Nev rel. remainder[%]

1 (before cuts) 417 493 026 100.00
2 (trigger check) 33 967 850 8.14
3 (after GRL) 32 461 435 7.78
4 (vertex check) 32 461 223 7.78
5 (calorimeter error cut) 32 349 156 7.75
6 (leading jets y cut) 32 289 087 7.73
7 (after ugly jet cut) 28 580 208 6.85
8 (after bad jet cut) 28 563 192 6.84
9 (after jet pT cut) 28 516 483 6.83
10 (after y∗ cut) 16 014 278 3.84
11 (after mjj cut) 16 013 126 3.84

Table 5.6: Cuts applied on the full 2012 data sample (delayed stream), showing Nev and the cut efficiency.
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events in the lower mass region , than the normal stream. Additionally the effect of the cuts on
the debug stream is shown in Tab. 5.7. The debug stream records events for which the calculation
in the Event Filter exceeded a timeout. Those events are written to disk and reconstructed later.
The trigger decision is then recalculated. In this analysis only one event with mjj > 3TeV is
added from the debug stream, which adds up in a bin with a total of 20 events.

The nomenclature in the following description is taken from the above mentioned tables.

1. All events recorded.

2. Keep events that fulfill the trigger combination explained in Sec. 5.2.

Event Quality:

3. Keep events that have been recorded, while the detector and accelerator were in good
conditions. That is when the LHC provides stable and colliding beams, with the expected
energy per beam. At the same time both ATLAS magnet systems and all subdetectors were
ready for data taking [117]. Runs that fulfill these criteria are suitable for physics analysis
and are listed in so-called good runs lists (GRL).

4. Keep events when the primary vertex has two or more tracks associated. A vertex is
defined as the origin of reconstructed tracks. The vertex with the largest scalar sum of
transverse momenta of the associated tracks, is called the primary vertex.

5. Keep events that are not affected by specific detector conditions. These contain events that
have corrupted information from the tile calorimeter and incomplete events due to busy
detector parts.

Kinematic Cuts:

6. Keep events where the leading and subleading jet are within |y| < 2.8.

Event Quality:

7. Keep events where leading and subleading jet are not flagged as ugly jets. A jet is called
ugly, when the fraction of energy deposited in the scintillators between tile calorimeter
barrel and end cap exceeds 50%. Those jets are rejected, as the energy measurement in
this gap is known to be inaccurate. In addition jets are called ugly if the BCH_CORR_CELL
variable exceeds 50%. This variable is an automatic compensation for the energy lost in
dead calorimeter cells. If this correction is large, the total energy of a jet is also inaccurately
measured.

8. Keep events where leading and subleading jet are not flagged as bad jets. Jets are called
bad, when the energy deposit in the calorimeter associated to the jet is not originating
from a real jet. Those deposits can originate from hardware problems, accelerator effects or
cosmic radiation. A combination of several variables using the energy fraction in different
regions of the calorimeters is used to identify those bad jets.
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Kinematic Cuts:

9. Keep events where the leading and subleading jet transverse momentum exceeds 50GeV.
This eliminates the impact from additional pp collisions on the energy of the leading and
subleading jet.

Sensitivity Enhancement:

10. Keep events where the rapidity difference between leading and subleading jet fulfills |y∗|<
0.6. This increases the sensitivity to New Physics signals, by suppressing background from
standard model processes.

Kinematic Cuts:

11. Keep events with an invariant dijet mass mjj > 253GeV, to avoid a bias from the trigger
selection.

Selection criteria Nev rel. remainder[%]

1 (before cuts) 3124 100.00
2 (trigger check) 140 4.48
3 (after GRL) 57 1.82
4 (vertex check) 57 1.82
5 (calorimeter error cut) 53 1.70
6 (leading jets y cut) 53 1.70
7 (after ugly jet cut) 48 1.54
8 (after bad jet cut) 48 1.54
9 (after jet pT cut) 48 1.54
10 (after y∗ cut) 24 0.77
11 (after mjj cut) 24 0.77

Table 5.7: Cuts applied on the full 2012 data sample (debug stream), showing Nev and the cut efficiency.

Kinematic Distributions

This section summarizes the kinematic distribution of events used in this analysis. After apply-
ing the analysis cuts on data and on simulated events the following distributions are obtained.
The simulated events are scaled to an luminosity that is equal to the one recorded in data of
L = 18.4 fb−1, which is the reduced luminosity not affected by the data availability problem.
In Fig. 5.8 the pseudo-rapidity distribution for leading jet (left) and subleading jet (right) is
shown. The black points shown represent events from data. Effects introduced by the detector
acceptances and efficiencies are simulated in the MC sample labeled with detector simulation. For
comparison a MC sample with (red line) and without (green line) these effects is shown in the
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Figures. In the distribution of the pseudo-rapidities one can see that the effect of the detector
simulation is only small. The largest differences can be seen when comparing data to simu-
lation. The simulated number of events is approximately 130-140% of the observed events in
data. This can be explained by the αs order of the simulation. The shown simulation uses only
terms in leading order. The next-to-leading order effects manifest as soft radiation, which lowers
the measured dijet mass. Thus more events fall below the selection cut on mjj and are lost in
this comparison. The effect is fairly flat in pseudo-rapidity, which gives a flat ratio, that is only
shifted by a constant value.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of Pseudo-rapidity η in data events and simulated events, with and without detec-
tor simulation.
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Figure 5.9: Distribution of azimuthal angle ϕ in data events and simulated events, with and without detec-
tor simulation.

The distribution of leading (left) and subleading (right) jet in ϕ is shown in Fig. 5.9. The same
shift between data and simulation is observed as for the pseudo rapidities. In addition the data
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Figure 5.10: Distribution of Pseudo-rapidity η of leading jet in data events and simulated events, with and
without detector simulation.

distribution shows a structure; for some values of ϕ a low number of events is seen. This can be
explained by tile calorimeter regions that have been non-operational for some fraction of time
during data taking as explained in Sec. 4.3.2. The samples used here do not incorporate this
effect as they have been produced prior to data taking. To obtain a reasonable description the
effect of non-operational modules has been simulated by removing jets according to the position
of the jet and the fraction of time, the corresponding module was inactive. The simulation of
this effect was applied to all MC samples used in this thesis. As shown in Fig. 5.9 the shapes
between data and MC simulation with detector effect are in agreement, modulo the remaining
normalization disagreement.

Due to the strongly falling dijet mass distribution, the comparison of pseudo-rapidity η and
azimuthal angle ϕ is dominated by the low mass events. An examination of different mass
ranges is performed in these two variables. The rapidity of the leading jet for a dijet mass
of 253GeV < mjj < 294GeV is shown in Fig. 5.10(a). This low mass region dominates also
Fig. 5.8(a), thus the agreement between simulated events and data events is similar. An inter-
mediate mass range of 294GeV < mjj < 1932GeV is shown in Fig. 5.10(b), here a similar level
of agreement is found, with simulated data overestimating the central pseudo-rapidity |η| < 1.0
region by up to 20%. In the highest dijet mass region with 1932GeV < mjj shown in Fig. 5.11(a)
the description of data events by the simulation is significantly improved. In the central pseudo-
rapidity the discrepancy is always smaller than 15%.

The same separation in dijet mass is also shown for the azimuthal angle ϕ for the lowest mass
in Fig. 5.11(b), the intermediate range in Fig. 5.12(a) and the highest mass in Fig. 5.12(b). Here
the agreement is independent of the dijet mass always within 20% for the regions not affected
by the non-functional tile calorimeter cells. In the non-functional regions the discrepancy is as
large as 40%.
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of Pseudo-rapidity η (left) and azimuthal angle ϕ (right) of leading jet in data
events and simulated events, with and without detector simulation.
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Figure 5.12: Distribution of azimuthal angle ϕ in data events and simulated events, with and without
detector simulation.
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Figure 5.13: Distribution of transverse momentum pT in data events and simulated events, with and with-
out detector simulation.

In Fig. 5.13 the distribution of transverse momentum of leading (left) and subleading (right)
jet is shown. There is as already discussed the difference between data and simulation due
to the leading order approximation of MC. In addition there is a deviation from a flat ratio
between data and simulation in the lowest and highest pT regimes. In the highest pT regime,
the description of the PDFs can influence this distribution. For those particular values of x the
knowledge of the PDFs is still poor, and the used PDF for the simulation has large uncertainties.
For the lowest pT region the influence of pileup can influence the spectrum. As the description
of pileup is not optimal in simulated data, a discrepancy between data and simulation is not
surprising.

Instabilities in the detector operation and hence a jet calibration that might change with time,
can have an influence on the dijet mass spectrum. In Fig. 5.14 the dijet mass is shown as a
function of the time of data recording. Here the run number is shown, which is a unique
number that increases with time. Also the average dijet mass in black points is shown, with the
red error bars calculated from the root mean square (RMS) of the mass distribution. The average
and the RMS is stable with time.

The distribution used to search for New Physics in this analysis, the dijet mass, is shown in
Fig. 5.15(a). Again a clear difference between simulation and data is seen. The comparison in
the mjj distribution shows a slope in the ratio between data and simulated events. The formerly
mentioned higher order effects have the biggest impact in the lower mass regime. For increasing
masses this effect decreases.

The effect of the cleaning selection criteria is shown in Fig. 5.15(b). For masses below roughly
1TeV about 10% of events are removed by the cleaning cuts, independent on the dijet mass. For
masses above there is a clear correlation between dijet mass and events removed by the cleaning.
As the beam background contribution is mainly at large pseudo-rapidities and high energy, the
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the red line indicating the root mean square of the dijet mass distribution.

transverse momentum of fake jets will be high and thus the invariant dijet mass of these events
is large.
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Figure 5.15: Distribution of invariant dijet mass mjj in data events and simulated events, with and without
detector simulation (left). Comparison of dijet mass with and without cleaning cuts applied
(right). The uncertainties shown for data are of statistical nature only.
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background estimation

To search for deviations of the measured spectrum to expectations, an estimation of the standard
model background is mandatory. The most recent theory predictions give a spectrum known up
to next-to-leading order in αS. This is not sufficient to find small deviations in the data spectrum.
Thus for this analysis a data-driven approach was used to extract a background expectation. In
the history of dijet analyses, a large variety of semi-empirical functions has been used to estimate
the background. For a detailed overview see [118]. With increasing range in mjj and increasing
integrated luminosity, the number of free parameters in the fit function did also increase.

The latest results covered a range of roughly 4TeV in mjj and consisted of up to 20 fb−1

(see [119, 120]). Those results used the following four parameter function to estimate the back-
ground:

f(x) = p1(1− x)
p2xp3+p4 lnx (5.11)

Where pi are free parameters of the fit and x = mjj/
√
s, with the center of mass energy of

√
s = 8TeV. In the course of this analysis it was found, that if the mass range is extended to

lower masses than 1TeV, this four parameter function is not the optimal function to describe the
full spectrum. This lead to the introduction of a fifth parameter in the fit function, that is then
given as:

f(x) = p1(1− x)
p2xp3+p4 lnx+p5 ln2 x (5.12)

It was found that both functions gave a similar fit performance for a smaller dataset of ap-
proximately 5 fb−1, while for increasing luminosity the five parameter function is able to fit to
the data easier (see [114]).

Fitting the Spectrum

Fitting a function to a given spectrum always involves minimizing some functional, that de-
scribes the level of agreement between data points and the function to fit.

The most common fitting approach is the χ2 minimization, which uses Pearson’s χ2 defined
as follow (see [121]):

χ2(o⃗, e⃗) =
∑
i

(ei − oi)
2

ei
(5.13)
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Figure 5.16: Functions fitted to MC (upper panel) and relative difference (lower panel).

Where oi is the number of events observed in a given bin i and ei the expectation of events
in this bin. Each term in the sum is the squared difference between observed and expected
events divided by the statistical uncertainty of the expectation. Here the relation for the sta-
tistical uncertainty ∆e =

√
e is used, which only holds for large number of events and thus

Gaussian distributed variables. In the case of a large number of events, each summand gives the
significance of the deviation between observed and expected events.

In this analysis the uncertainties are Gaussian in the regime below 3TeV, where O(100) events
are observed. For events with a larger mjj, this approximation is not accurate. Thus for this
spectrum a different functional has to be minimized.

The following functional, the so-called log likelihood, takes into account the Poisson nature of
the process measured:

F(o⃗, e⃗) = −
∑
i

log (PoissonI(oi, ei)) (5.14)

Here PoissonI is a function provided by ROOT [95], that calculates the value of the probability
density function for a Poisson process with a given expectation value ei for an integer number
of measured events oi.

To estimate the suitability of the four and five parameter fit functions, both options have been
tested on simulated and real events. The dijet mass spectrum from simulated events is adjusted
to represent the same statistical power as seen in data. To achieve this, the shape of the spectrum
from simulation is distorted by drawing a random number from a Poisson distribution with the
mean value from simulation and the same statistical power as observed in data.

The results of a fit to simulated events can be seen in Fig. 5.16(a) for the four parameter
function and in Fig. 5.16(b) for the five parameter function. The corresponding fit quality in
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Figure 5.17: Functions fitted to data (upper panel) and relative difference (lower panel).

terms of reduced χ2 is 1.47 for the four parameter function and 0.84 for the five parameter
function. In the upper panel of the Figures simulated events are overlaid with the fit function.
In the lower panel the relative difference between those two is shown. The agreement between
fit and simulated events is always better than 10%, for dijet masses below 3TeV.

A similar agreement can be seen for the fit to data in Fig. 5.17(a) and Fig. 5.17(b). The final fit
values pi for the fit with the five parameter function to data are

p⃗ = (7.25, 10.6, 3.00,−0.781,−0.0989) (5.15)

with a statistical uncertainty on the parameters of less than 1% each. For this fit a reduced χ2

of 0.87 is obtained, while using 55degrees of freedom.

For data and simulation the general conclusion is similar. In the high mass tail the four
parameter function is not able to describe the dijet mass distribution well, and gives always
more events than seen in data or simulation. The five parameter function is able to describe
the spectrum from simulation or data over the full range in dijet mass for the full luminosity
of L = 20.3 fb−1. The functional form is also not able to hide narrow resonances by adapting
to its shape. Exemplary in Fig. 5.18 the injection of a generic 2TeV resonance decaying in
quark and anti-quark on top of background from data. The figure shows the significance of the
discrepancy between data and background fit in terms of Gaussian standard deviations. With
increasing cross-section of the injected signal a number of consecutive bins with an excess of
events is seen. The significances for the fluctuations in data far from the injected signal are only
weakly affected by this.
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Figure 5.18: Significance of deviation between background from fit and data with different amount of
signal imposed. The signal is a generic 2TeV resonance decaying in quark and anti-quark.

As such the fit function is suited to describe the background while keeping sensitivity to
resonance like features. A more detailed and quantitative comparison follows in the search
phase section.

search for new physics

The method to search for New Physics in this analysis is divided in two parts. First deviations
between observations and predictions are studied. If there are no significant deviations, limits
on the scales or masses of the New Physics phenomena are set.

To search for deviations in the spectrum there are several possibilities. One can compare the
overall agreement by defining a test statistic t, that compares two distributions. Common test
statistics are the χ2 statistics and the logL statistics, as defined in Eqn. 5.13 and Eqn. 5.14.

To make a qualitative statement about the agreement of data and expectations, the test statis-
tics is calculated. To extract information on how likely it is to observe a disagreement as large as
observed, pseudo experiments are used. Those are produced from data spectra, where in each
bin a new bin content is drawn from a Poisson distribution with a mean equal to the expected
entries from the fit. This assumes, that the fit result is the best estimate of the real number
of events. For each of those pseudo experiments the test statistics is calculated. For a large
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number of pseudo experiments the distribution f(t) of the chosen test statistics is obtained. The
probability or p-value for a test statistic t0 as obtained in data is then:

p =

∫∞
t0

f(t)dt (5.16)

A p-value can be used to rule out the null hypothesis if p < α. By construction this also gives
the probability to falsely exclude the null hypothesis (or the Type I error) to be α. In the search
phase the p-value is not used to exclude the null hypothesis or claim a discovery. If the p-value
is very small, systematic uncertainties would have to be considered, before any discovery could
be claimed. In this analysis the p-value is used to show that there is no sign of New Physics,
before setting limits on model parameters.

The p-values calculated here can also be used to show if a function is able to fit to a spectrum
reasonably. The comparison of the four and five parameter fits can be done in terms of p-values.
In Fig. 5.19(a) and Fig. 5.19(b) the χ2 test statistics for the four and five parameter functions is
shown for simulated events. For illustration purposes instead of χ2, one minus the exponential
of χ2 is shown. This allows for the same interpretation of the p-value, as the integral from the
observed value to infinity, while also expecting a Gaussian distributed test statistics. The very
low p-value of p = 0.06 for the four parameter function shows, that this function is not able
to adequately describe the spectrum. In contrast, the five parameter function has a p-value of
p = 0.68, which show that this function can be used to describe the spectrum.

The same trend can be seen for the logL statistics in Fig. 5.20(a) and Fig. 5.20(b).

This shows that the four parameter function cannot describe the data spectrum, while the five
parameter function can. This could be due to the nature of the QCD spectrum, which cannot
be described by this four parameter function. The same test statistics have been compared for
a fit to data. In Fig. 5.21(a) and Fig. 5.21(b) the χ2 test statistics for a fit to data is shown. In
Fig. 5.22(a) and Fig. 5.22(b) the corresponding logL statistics is shown. Here the p-values show
a similar trend as for the fit to simulated events, favoring the five parameter fit function. This
shows that the four parameter function is not suitable to fit the QCD spectrum over a large range
in mjj with a very large number of events as in 20 fb−1.

In the following analysis the four parameter function is thus omitted and only results obtained
with the five parameter functions are used.

The presented test statistics are insensitive to shape differences and are thus not able to make
a statement about resonances in data.
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Figure 5.19: Pearson’s χ2 statistics for a fit to MC.
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Figure 5.20: Poisson log likelihood statistics for a fit to MC.
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Figure 5.21: Pearson’s χ2 statistics for a fit to data.
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Figure 5.22: Poisson log likelihood statistics for a fit to data.

BumpHunter

The so-called BumpHunter algorithm is a hypertest that is able to find consecutive excesses
or deficits comparing two distributions (see [122]). In this analysis the algorithm passes the
following steps.

1. Choose interval i

2. In interval i calculate probability according to Poisson statistics to find a larger excess than
seen between expectation and data, when d is the number of events in data and b is the
number of expected events:

P(d,b) =

⎧⎨⎩1, d ⩽ b∑∞
n=d

bn

n! e
−b, d > b

As this analysis searches for excesses only the case with less events observed than expected
is ignored.

3. Repeat steps 1. and 2. until all possible intervals (position and size) are tested.

4. The test statistics is then:

t = − log
(

min
i

(Pi(d,b))
)

Where Pi are the probabilities obtained from step 2. for interval i.
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Figure 5.23: BumpHunter statistics.

The obtained test statistics t is then used to calculate a p-value as defined in Eqn. 5.16, by
performing the same procedure for a set of pseudo experiments and finding the fraction of ex-
periments that gives a larger test statistics than data. The p-value obtained is shown in Fig. 5.23.

The advantage of the BumpHunter is that by construction the so-called look elsewhere effect
(LEE) is avoided. The LEE [123] occurs in counting experiments with more than one bin or
kinematic region. After observing a discrepancy in data one could construct a test statistics that
calculates a p-value only in the discrepant interval. Like this the p-value will be very small, as the
pseudo experiments will mainly fluctuate less extreme. This so-called local p-value is misleading.
As in a large number of bins it is very likely to find a few extreme deviations. To obtain a
realistic p-value, one has to have an unbiased view on the whole spectrum. The BumpHunter

takes this effect into account, by calculating the test statistics in every possible combination of
adjacent bins. This gives an unbiased p-value estimate.

A visualization of the agreement between data and fit can be seen in Fig. 5.24. In the upper
panel the data is shown together with the five parameter function fitted to data. Additionally
an excited quark signal with three different masses is overlaid. The middle panel shows the
relative difference between data and fit, with the same signals overlaid. In the third panel the
significance of deviations is shown. Following [124], this panel shows positive significances if
more data than background is observed, and negative significances vice-versa. The significance
itself is calculated from the Poisson probability to find an excess that is at least as large as the
observed one. This probability is then translated in a significance according to the Gaussian
distribution.
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Limit Setting Procedure

No evidence for New Physics has been found. To give a quantitative statement involving differ-
ent models of New Physics a limit setting procedure is followed. This leads to exclusion limits
on cross section times acceptance and upper limits on masses or scales for New Physics. Com-
monly two approaches are used to set limits, the Frequentist and the Bayesian method. In this
section the Bayesian method is used.

The Bayesian limit setting exploits the theorem of Bayes (see [125]), and tries to refine the
existent knowledge by performing an experiment.

For this a posterior probability P(⃗λ, ν⃗,M|D⃗) is calculated, that shows the knowledge obtained
by a measurement, while taking into account prior knowledge about a process. This is the
probability to observe the model parameters λ⃗, the nuisance parameters ν⃗ (parameterizing the
knowledge about the experiment from auxiliary measurements) and the modelM given the data
D⃗. This probability can be calculated by:

P(⃗λ, ν⃗,M|D⃗) ∼ f(D⃗|⃗λ, ν⃗,M)P0(⃗λ, ν⃗,M) (5.17)
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Where P0(⃗λ, ν⃗,M) is called the prior, which gives the probability distribution for the model
parameters and nuisance parameters obtained from previous experiments. Usually auxiliary
measurements, like the jet energy scale uncertainty are designed to give Gaussian distributed
uncertainties, thus the prior probability for the nuisance parameters is chosen to be Gaussian.
For the model parameters one could include the posterior probabilities from previous searches,
instead in this analysis a flat prior for the signal strength is used, which reflects no prior knowl-
edge of the signal strength or cross section.

To obtain a limit on the cross-section of a New Physics signal which is assumed to be present in
data, the posterior distribution has to be marginalized. This means that the distribution should
be only dependent on the signal strength, and thus one integrates out all remaining parameters.
This gives P(λ|D⃗,M), where λ is the signal strength for a signal in model M. To obtain an 95%
upper limit on the cross section one integrates this remaining posterior distribution:

0.95 =
∫λupper

0
P(λ|D⃗,M)dλ (5.18)

This equation is then solved for λupper, which is the desired upper limit.

In this thesis the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit (BAT) was used (see [126]), which implements the
limit setting. To calculate the marginalized function efficiently, a Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo
approach is used.

Systematic Uncertainties

In the limit setting various sources of systematic uncertainties are incorporated. Uncertainties
due to the energy scale, the fit function, the luminosity, the beam energy and PDF effects are
taken into account. Other sources have been studied and found to be negligible.

Jet Energy Scale Uncertainty

The main experimental source of uncertainties is the Jet Energy Scale (JES). For a detailed descrip-
tion see Sec. 4.5. A large number of statistical independent components of the JES uncertainty
are provided by the ATLAS performance groups. Those are 56 components from the in-situ
methods and 8 components from the η-intercalibration and pileup. It was found, that for most
parts of the dijet mass spectrum, there is a negligible impact in the limit between using the full
set of uncertainty components and using the sum of all components in quadrature. To reduce
the computing time of the limits, a reduced set of 22 components with small residual correla-
tions is used only in the mass region where an impact was seen. For dijet masses above 1TeV
only one component was used, which is the sum of all components in quadrature.
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Figure 5.25: Transfer matrices corresponding to the total JES uncertainty for an excited quark with m =
4000GeV.

For practical reasons this uncertainty is propagated by transfer matrices. Matrices have been
prepared for 13 variations between -3 and +3 σ, for each of the 22 uncertainty component, for
each of the total 109 mass points, that have been used to set limits. This gives a total of 31174

matrices. This makes it possible, to shift input signal shapes by an arbitrary combination of
different systematic components, as needed by BAT. One example for such a matrix can be seen
in Fig. 5.25, which shows the impact of the -1 σ (left) and +1 σ (right) shift of the total JES
uncertainty for an excited quark with m = 4000GeV.

Fit Uncertainty

As the parameters in the fit function used are highly correlated, it is not possible to use the
covariance matrix to estimate an uncertainty of the fit. Alternatively an approach exploiting
pseudo experiments is used. The nominal data spectrum is modified by drawing bin-by-bin
Poisson variations of the number of events. The function is then fitted to the new spectrum.
This procedure is repeated O(100) times. The spread in terms of root mean square (RMS) of
estimated bin contents from the fits is then used as an uncertainty of the fit as shown in Fig. 5.26.
The uncertainty is smaller than 1% for masses below 1.5TeV and increases up to 30% for the
last bin in data with events available.

Luminosity Uncertainty

The uncertainty from the determination of the luminosity is estimated to 2.8% [98]. This uncer-
tainty is applied as an overall normalization on the signal templates.
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Figure 5.26: Fit uncertainty in data.

Beam Energy Uncertainty

During the proton lead collision runs in early 2013 it was found that the proton beam energy
was not exactly 4TeV (see [127]). This special run was then used to determine the correct proton
energy and to estimate an uncertainty on the energy. The measured energy per proton beam
was found to be:

E = 3988± 5(stat)± 26(syst)GeV (5.19)

To estimate the influence on the limit setting, the templates for New Physics samples, which
have been produced with an proton beam energy of 4TeV, have been reweighted. The uncer-
tainty was estimated by evaluating the parton density function at different Bjorken-x values
according to different beam energies. The result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 5.27 for a
QBH signal with m=5TeV. The main impact of this change in center of mass energy can be seen
in the highest dijet masses.

PDF Uncertainties

For the model dependent limit setting signal samples using different Parton Density Functions
(PDF) are produced. The uncertainty from choosing a particular PDF (inter-PDF) and from the
uncertainty components provided by each PDF group (intra-PDF) have to be taken into account.
In this analysis the recommendations from the PDF4LHC group [128] have been used. The
envelope covering both inter and intra-PDF effects is used as the total uncertainty from the PDF
choice.

For the PDF choice three different PDFs have been used:

ct10: Uses a symmetric Hessian approach, and provides Eigenvectors.
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Figure 5.27: Impact of beam energy shift on a QBH signal with m=5000GeV. Nominal beam energy is
compared with 3.988TeV and 4.014TeV.
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Figure 5.28: Impact of PDF uncertainty on excited quark signal.

mstw: Uses an asymmetric Hessian approach, and provides Eigenvectors.

nnpdf: Provides an ensemble of PDFs, standard deviation is used as systematic uncertainty.

To examine the impact of different PDF choices, the signal samples have been reweighted
according to the ratio of the parton density evaluated at the PDF of interest and the parton
density for the nominal PDF. The obtained systematic uncertainty can be seen in Fig. 5.28 for an
excited quark at m=1000GeV and m=4000GeV. An analysis of all used signal samples showed,
that the choice of PDF has an impact on the normalization, but does not influence the shape of
the signal. Thus the uncertainty is applied as an overall normalization changing factor.
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Figure 5.29: Acceptance and efficiency for different pole masses. Statistical uncertainties are shown.

Model-Specific Limits

To set a limit on parameters of a specific model, simulated events according to this model
are used. As the effect of non-operational calorimeter regions was not simulated, the ineffi-
ciency was emulated similar to the procedure used for the QCD simulation. The impact of
non-operational regions is measured as an efficiency and shown for different masses of q∗ in
Fig. 5.29(a). This efficiency is similar for different models. The number of events remaining after
all other selections are applied divided by the total number of events is called acceptance and is
also shown for different masses of q∗ in Fig. 5.29(a) The acceptance is fairly independent on the
pole mass of the New Physics particle at about 58%, if it is well above the lower dijet mass cut
of mjj > 253GeV, The acceptance and efficiency vary between models depending on their shape
and distribution especially in rapidity. Models like W∗ with a large fraction of events outside
the rapidity difference |y∗| < 0.6 show much smaller acceptances of about 25% as shown in
Fig. 5.29(b). The rapidity difference |y∗| for different models is shown in Fig. 5.30. All models
except the W∗ model show a similar behavior. The largest number of events is found in the
small rapidity difference region. For larger rapidity differences, the number of events decreases.
The W∗ model shows additionally a low number of events at zero rapidity difference, with the
maximum of events around |y∗| = 0.8

The dijet mass shape for different models is shown in Fig. 5.31(a) for a pole mass of 1TeV,
in Fig. 5.31(b) for 2TeV and in Fig. 5.32 for 3TeV. The signal shape depends crucially on the
final state partons. For the color octet with two gluons in the final state, the signal peak is
very broad starting from the lowest masses. For high masses this final state becomes a broad
resonance, without a clear peak. Contrary the W ′ final state contains two quarks, which can
be reconstructed as a narrow resonance from the low masses, up to the highest ones. The
resonances consisting of one quark and gluon show a behavior which is in between these two
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Figure 5.30: Overlay of absolute rapidity difference for signal samples at m = 2TeV.
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Figure 5.31: Overlay of signal samples at fixed pole mass.

extremes. Another particular case is the quantum black holes model. Due to the nature of this
process the resonance shape is not influenced by PDF effects, hence the resonance peaks at the
pole mass, and the shape is narrow for all masses.

The results of the limit setting for specific models are shown in this section. In Fig. 5.33(a)
the 95% CL upper limit on the cross section times acceptance for the excited quark model is
shown, for different masses of the hypothetical particle. The dots show the observed limit,
which uses the obtained data from the experiment as observed spectrum. This can be compared
to the expected limit in dotted line. The expectation is obtained by declaring the background
estimation as the observation, hence as a representation of the data. This procedure is repeated
500 times, with a varied background estimation according to a Poisson distribution with the
mean value equal to the original background estimation. Those 500 expected limit values form
a distribution, which is used to extract symmetric intervals around the median containing 95%
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Figure 5.32: Overlay of signal samples at m = 3TeV.

(equivalent to 2-σ in a normal distribution) and 68% (1-σ) of values. The obtained median is
shown as the dotted line, while the error band is obtained from the 1 and 2-σ values.

To obtain a limit on the mass of a hypothetical particle, a specific model (especially a coupling
strength to quarks/gluons) implementation has to be used. A specific model predicts cross sec-
tions dependent on the mass of the particle. When such a model is simulated and all kinematic
cuts are applied similar to the data cuts, then an acceptance is obtained, and one can calculate
σ x A for the model. This is shown as the orange line in the figures. The crossing point between
the expected (observed) upper limit lines and the theory line shows the expected (observed)
mass limit. All masses for which the theory line is above the upper limit are thus excluded with
95% credibility.

The limits for the color octet scalar model are shown in Fig. 5.33(b). Fig. 5.34(a) shows the
limit for W’. In Fig. 5.34(b) and Fig. 5.35(a) limits for Quantum Black Holes generated with the
QBH generator and the BlackMax generator are shown. Limits for the W∗ model are shown in
Fig. 5.35(b) and Fig. 5.36 for sin θ = 0 and sin θ = 1. All mass limits are summarized in Tab. 5.8.

q∗ BlackMax S8 W∗ (sin θ = 1) W∗ (sin θ = 0) W’ QBH

expected [TeV] 3.90 5.67 2.74 1.66 1.98 2.37 5.75

observed [TeV] 3.96 5.67 2.68 1.59 1.71 2.17 5.75

Table 5.8: Expected and observed mass limits at 95% CL. For W∗ (sin θ = 0) a region between 1.86TeV and
1.98TeV is also excluded in the observed limit.
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Figure 5.33: 95% CL upper limits for Excited Quark and Color Octet models.
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Figure 5.34: 95% CL upper limits for W’ and QBH models.
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Figure 5.35: 95% CL upper limits for BlackMax and W∗ models.
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Model-Independent Limits

The limits given in the last section are only valid for the specific models shown. As many
different models that have not been tested here show similar features in data, a more model-
independent way to set limits is explored. In the following chapter two different types of limits
are set, that can be used to obtain a limit on any arbitrary model that gives a resonance like
feature in the mjj spectrum. In addition a method is used, that makes it possible to interpret
the obtained limits also as limits on the coupling strength, which allows for easier comparison
to limits from other experiment with different center of mass energies and different colliding
partons.

Gaussian Limits

The simplest possibility to obtain a less model-dependent limit, is by calculating a limit using a
Gaussian shaped signal. This is a valid approximation to most signals, as many signals have a
Gaussian core. For a signal with a negligible width, one expects a Gaussian signal with a width
given by the detector resolution.

As such an analytical signal does not give individual events, some of the formerly used sys-
tematic uncertainties are not meaningful. The uncertainty on the PDF choice was omitted, as any
information on Bjorken-x values is also not available and not important here. The uncertainty
on the beam energy was removed for the same reason.

The uncertainty on the jet energy scale cannot be applied as for the model-dependent limit
setting. As the jet energy scale can influence the position of the peak, this has an impact on the
limits obtained. Instead of the more involved method of several jet energy scale components,
only the relative impact on the position of the mass peak has been examined. It was found that
for the range of models used in this analysis, the mean of a signal shifts by up to 0.6% in mjj.
This value was used as an systematic uncertainty for the Gaussian shaped signals.

As the obtained limit depends on the chosen width of the Gaussian, several reasonable widths
have been probed. For a resonance width at parton level that is much smaller than the detector
resolution, one expects a Gaussian signal with width equal to the detector resolution. Thus
the smallest width considered is the detector resolution. In addition larger relative widths of
σG
mG

= 0.07, 0.10 and 0.15 have been probed. The resulting 95% CL limit on σ×A×BR is shown
in Fig. 5.37. All four widths shown give a comparable limit. The limit for the detector resolution
shows the largest local variations compared to the larger widths. This can be explained by the
ability of a narrow signal to be aligned with fluctuations in data. If such a small signal is probed
in a region with a local deficit, a large amount of signal events can be injected without changing
the likelihood too much. This gives a stronger limit than the same mass signal with larger width.
For the case of a local excess this behavior leads to the opposite effect. If the small width signal
is present in the same bins as the excess, then only a small amount of events can be injected
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Figure 5.37: 95% CL upper limits for Gaussian signal shapes.

before the likelihood changes too much. This leads to a weaker limit than obtained for the
corresponding larger width signal.

Comparing the limit obtained from the Gaussian signal approach with a limit from a specific
model shows that the Gaussian limit gives an conservative estimate underestimating the model
dependent limits by up to a factor of 10. This discrepancy is due to the approximation of
the signal shape as a Gaussian, while omitting long tails from PDF suppression and parton
showering. To overcome these shortcomings a more involved signal model is developed.

Breit-Wigner Type Signals

The method in the former section requires to perform several steps after generating events for a
model to study. In this section an approach is shown, for which one only needs to know about
the intrinsic width of the resonance and the type of outgoing parton.

This signal type uses the same systematic uncertainties as already discussed in the case of
Gaussian shaped signals. The only difference is the generation of the signal. The Breit-Wigner
generation follow these steps:

1. Generate initial Breit-Wigner shape according to f(x,M,γ) = 1
2π

γ
(x−M)2+γ2/4

, with M the
mass and γ the width of the resonance.

2. Convolute Breit-Wigner with the PDF according to final state partons (gg,qq,qg or qq̄).
That is the product of the single PDFs.
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Figure 5.38: Breit-Wigner signal template at different stages.

3. Convolute the former result with the resolution additionally introduced by the parton
showering. This has been calculated from Herwig. A cross check with Pythia gave less
conservative limits.

4. Convolute with detector resolution.

Those steps are illustrated in Fig. 5.38. In Fig. 5.38(a) one can clearly see how different PDFs
distort the shape of the initial Breit-Wigner. The gg-PDF for example, gives an enhanced low
mass tail, compared to the other PDF combinations. The effect of parton showering and detector
resolution is shown in Fig. 5.38(b). The parton shower shifts the peak to lower masses, while
also enhancing the low mass tail. The additional detector resolution effect smears out remaining
kinks in the signal, while changing the shape only slightly.

The obtained signal sample is then used as an input to the limit setting. The resulting 95% CL
limits on σ×A×BR for a gg resonance and relative widths ΓBW/mBW = 0.005, 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05
are shown in Fig. 5.39(a). Fig. 5.39(b) shows the corresponding plot for a qq̄ resonance. And
finally for qg (left) and qq (right) resonance the limits are shown in Fig. 5.40.

One of the choices in the list of steps introduces a model-dependence in this procedure. In
a first step where the Breit-Wigner is chosen, several choices are available. The choice in this
paper was to use the non-relativistic version of the Breit-Wigner. In Pythia and Herwig the
relativistic version is used, which in addition to being relativistic, also takes into account a mass-
dependence of the width. For a comparison of the different options see [129]. In Pythia the
chosen mass is even more sophisticated. There a sum of a relativistic Breit-Wigner with mass
dependence, a 1/ŝ term and a 1/ŝ2 term are used. All of these terms have coefficients that are
model-dependent. The choice in this analysis to use a non-relativistic Breit-Wigner is thus not
optimal, as this introduces a non-physical behavior in the low mass region (see [71] Chapter 7.3).
Nevertheless this choice was made to have a signal that is as model-independent as possible.
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Figure 5.39: 95% CL upper limits for generic Breit-Wigner for gg and qqbar initial state.
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Figure 5.40: 95% CL upper limits for generic Breit-Wigner for qg and qq initial state.
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Figure 5.41: 95% CL upper limits for Excited quark, Gaussian shaped and Breit-Wigner shaped signals.
For the Gaussian signals a relative width similar to the detector resolution is assumed, while
for the Breit-Wigner type a relative width of ΓBW/mBW = 0.005 is used.

The resulting limits can be compared to the ones obtained from Gaussian shaped signals, and
the ones from a specific model. In Fig. 5.41 the limits for an excited quark are compared to limits
from a Gaussian with a relative width comparable to the detector resolution and a Breit-Wigner
decaying in quark and gluon with a relative width of ΓBW/mBW = 0.005. The limits for both
model-independent signal shapes are comparable to the one from the excited quark model. For
the Gaussian shaped signal the agreement to the limit from the excited quark model is always
better than 25%. For the Breit-Wigner type signal the discrepancy to the excited quark limit is
smaller than 25% for masses up to 3.2TeV, while for higher masses this discrepancy rises up to
a factor of three.

Limits in Coupling-Mass Plane

After decades of resonance searches a large amount of limit plots comparable to the ones shown
in this thesis have been produced. A direct comparison between those limits is problematic for
several reasons. A change in the center of mass energy changes production cross sections and
hence the resulting limit curve. Also different types of experiments like fixed target or proton-
antiproton setups give limits which are not easy to compare. One possible way to circumvent this
is to set limits in a two dimensional plane in coupling strength versus mass of a resonance [115].
Setting a limit on the coupling strength also motivates the search in lower mass regions, that
have been excluded already for the nominal coupling, as shown in this analysis.

To extract a limit on the coupling strength the following steps are performed:

1. Generate Z’ events with the coupling constant lowered to 20%. Calculate σ20 ×Br×A for
those events, where σ20 is the cross-section for the Z’ with 20% coupling strength.
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2. Use limits for Gaussian type signals to extract a limit for Z’ according to mass and width.

3. Calculate limit on the coupling constant according to:

gmax = 0.2

√
(σ ·Br ·A)limit
σ20 ·Br ·A

(5.20)

The result of this is shown in Fig. 5.42, compared to dijet resonance searches from several
other experiments. The analysis in this work is able to set a limit on the coupling strength over
a large range of masses. For most parts of this range the limit is the most stringent one observed
so far. An important gap below 1TeV could be closed, where a coupling strength of the order
of one was still not excluded. This region was usually omitted, as the spectrum recorded by
unprescaled triggers usually started around 1TeV in LHC searches.

In the low mass region the limits are dominated by pp̄ results from UA2 [130], the first run
of CDF [131] and parts of the second run of CDF [132]. The limit from UA2 is the only limit
that covers a range below 300GeV and is thus dominating in this region. Between 300GeV and
500GeV the limit from CDFs first are exclusive, while between 500GeV and 600GeV the limits
from CDFs second run dominate over this works result.

In the intermediate region limits are set by two
√
s = 7TeV analysis by CMS [133], one with a

novel technique for low mass searches with L = 0.13 fb−1, circumventing prescale effects and a
regular analysis with L = 5.0 fb−1. The corresponding result from ATLAS [134] gives a similar
limit and is thus omitted for simplification of the plot. The special result from CMS used only a
very small data set and is thus superseded by this works limit. The high mass result from CMS
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used about one quarter of the luminosity used in this work, thus it also gives a less stringent
limit.

In the high mass region the limits are dominated by the
√
s = 8TeV results from CMS [135]

and ATLAS [114]. Above 1500GeV the results from ATLAS, CMS and this work give comparable
limits with local differences due to statistical fluctuations. With only some small local exceptions
this works limits are the most stringent ones over the mass range of 600GeV to 2500GeV.

Comparison of Limits with Previous Results

q∗ BlackMax S8 W∗ (sin θ = 1) W∗ (sin θ = 0) W’ QBH

CMS 3.5 - 2.5 - - 1.9 5.8
ATLAS 4.09 5.75 2.72 1.75 1.66 2.45 5.82

This work 3.96 5.67 2.68 1.59 1.71 2.17 5.75

Table 5.9: Observed mass limits at 95% CL in TeV. for CMS [119], ATLAS [114] and this work. The CMS
exclusion for W’ can also exclude a region between 2.0TeV and 2.2TeV. The ATLAS exclusion
of W∗ (sin θ = 0) can also exclude a region between 1.86TeV and 1.98TeV.

In the past a large number of experiments performed searches for resonances decaying in two
jets. Starting with the UA1 experiment at the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), which published
their first dijet search in 1986 [136], up to the most recent results in 2012 by the CMS and ATLAS
experiments at the LHC (see [119] and [114]) over 15 experimental publications have dealt with
dijet resonances. These results have been obtained at SPS, Tevatron and LHC at different center
of mass energies ranging from 546GeV up to 8TeV. Some of these results used data from
proton-anti-proton collisions, while others used proton-proton data. Depending on center of
mass energy and luminosity different ranges in dijet mass have been probed, and different mass
scales for new phenomena have been excluded. For example a W’ with unity couplings has been
excluded from 100GeV up to 2.45TeV. For variable couplings of a Z’ the results of this analysis
and former ones, is discussed in Sec. 5.5.5. In the plane of coupling vs. mass for almost all
masses above 500GeV the presented analysis supersedes all previous results.

A comparison of observed 95% CL upper limits on the mass scale for different models is
shown in Tab. 5.9 for the most recent results from ATLAS, CMS and the analysis presented in this
thesis. The same comparison for the expected mass limits, which is a proxy for the performance
of a detector and the understanding of the systematic uncertainties is shown in Tab. 5.10. The
results show comparable numbers for the different models. The differences between the ATLAS
publication and this analysis is mainly a different JES systematics. In this analysis an uncertainty
was used, that is significantly lower than the one used in the ATLAS publication. This leads to
weaker limits, as only smaller amounts of signal events can be added to the spectrum, within
the systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 5.43: Ratio of parton luminosities between
√
s = 13TeV and 8TeV for different parton flavors [137].

In comparison to the CMS result, for almost all quoted models, a stronger limit was calculated.
For the excited quark model an observed limit of 3.96TeV was found in this thesis, while the
CMS result gives a lower limit of 3.5TeV.

Apart from these small differences in the final limit all dijet analysis performed so far did not
find a persistent hint to resonances from New Physics phenomena.

q∗ BlackMax S8 W∗ (sin θ = 1) W∗ (sin θ = 0) W’ QBH

CMS 3.7 - 2.5 - - 2.2 -
ATLAS 3.98 5.62 2.80 1.66 1.95 2.51 5.66

This work 3.90 5.67 2.74 1.66 1.98 2.37 5.75

Table 5.10: Expected mass limits at 95% CL in TeV for CMS [119], ATLAS [114] and this work.

Outlook on Future Results

From early 2015 on the LHC started its second run with an increased center of mass energy of
√
s = 13TeV, which is close to the design value of 14TeV and a shorter distance between bunches

of 25ns, which is the ultimate value obtainable within the LHC. The increased center of mass
energy changes the production cross-section of the QCD background and the signal differently,
depending on the parton flavors. The ratio of the effective luminosities for these productions
is shown in Fig. 5.43. For a resonance at 2TeV produced from quark and gluon the increase in
center of mass energy leads to an increased production cross-section of a factor of approximately
10.
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The models that can surpass the limits found in this work first, are those that are not affected
by PDF suppression, as the Quantum Black Hole models. Other models will need a larger
amount of luminosity to supersede these limits.

The first results from 2015 data have been published for a luminosity of L = 40pb−1 by
CMS [138] and L = 80pb−1 by ATLAS [139]. The analysis from CMS sets a 95% C.L. expected
(observed) upper limit on the mass of an Excited Quark at 2.9TeV (2.7TeV), which is still one
TeV less than presented in this work. The ATLAS result sets observed limits for the mass of
Quantum Black Holes produced with the QBH generator at 6.8TeV and BlackMax at 6.5TeV,
with similar expected limits. These limits are already exceeding the limits from this work by
more than one TeV.



6 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D O U T LO O K

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has served as a predictive fundamental theory
for almost 40 years until the last undiscovered particle, the Higgs boson, has been observed in
2012. The theory is extremely successful in describing nature. Until now there is no experimental
evidence for a failure of the SM. Nevertheless phenomena like gravity cannot be described within
the SM. Apart from this, several open questions are remaining which can be answered by new
theories. These theories contain the SM as a low energy approximation of a more fundamental
theory. By expanding the SM new particles might appear. A search for these particles can
narrow down the available phase space for these theories.

In 2012 the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Organization for Nuclear Research
(CERN) close to Geneva collided protons at another all-time record center of mass energy of
√
s = 8TeV. Due to the enormous number of proton-proton interactions and the fast repetition

rate the recorded luminosity also reached a new maximum. This extends the range of observable
resonance masses up to several TeV.

In this thesis the search for New Physics in the invariant dijet mass has been presented. The
data used contained an integrated luminosity of L = 20.3 fb−1 recorded with the ATLAS detector
at

√
s = 8TeV. To probe a large range in dijet mass, the spectrum was combined from events

recorded by 12 different jet triggers. This extended the spectrum to span an invariant dijet mass
from 253TeV up to 4.1TeV. The combination of events has been compared to a leading order
Monte Carlo prediction. Within 40% accuracy the simulation is able to describe the features of
the kinematical distributions from data. As this level of agreement is not accurate enough for
a search for resonances in the spectrum, a different approach to estimate the background was
followed. By fitting a functional form to the invariant mass spectrum from data, an estimation
of the background contribution was found. This fit would have excluded regions for which the
discrepancy between data and fit were to large. In the data examined here such an exclusion
was not necessary, as a reasonable agreement between functional form and data was found. The
final procedure to find resonance-like structures in data used the BumpHunter algorithm to
compare the data with the background estimation, while taking the look-elsewhere effect into
account. The algorithm did not find any significant discrepancies. Thus a Bayesian limit setting
approach was performed.

For seven different models of New Physics 95% C.L. limits have been set on cross-section times
acceptance and by comparing to theoretical cross-sections also on the mass of these particles.
Observed (expected) lower limits on the mass of an excited quark model could be set to 3.96TeV
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(3.90TeV). For a scalar octet particle the observed (expected) lower limits are found to be 2.68TeV
(2.74TeV). The observed (expected) lower limits for a heavy partner of the W boson have been set
to 1.71TeV (1.98TeV). Two Monte Carlo generators have been examined which generate signals
of Quantum Black Holes. The observed (expected) lower limits for black holes produced by
the QBH generator have been computed to be 5.75TeV (5.75TeV). For the BlackMax generator
observed and expected limits are at 5.67TeV. For the model of the chiral W∗ two values of
the angle θ have been compared. For sin θ = 1 the observed (expected) lower limits are 1.59TeV
(1.66TeV), while for sin θ = 0 limits of 1.71TeV (1.98TeV) were found. These limits are improving
the knowledge from previous results, by extending the excluded masses by up to 1TeV.

In addition to calculating limits on the mass of a specific model, a more model-independent
limit was computed. By setting limits on a signal shape that follows a Gaussian distribution,
limits could be provided that are usable by theorists to find a limit for their favorite model
which predicts a resonance-like feature in the dijet spectrum. Limits on the cross-section times
acceptance for Gaussian signals with a relative width of 7%, 10% and 15% are provided, in
addition to a minimal relative width that is expected for a narrow resonance smeared by the
detector resolution. A second type of model independent limits is calculated by generating a
signal shape according to a Breit-Wigner distribution which is modified by effects of parton
densities, parton showering and detector resolution. This type of limit gives the possibility to
extract a cross-section times acceptance limit for a model, by only knowing the final state partons
and the intrinsic width or lifetime of the resonance.

To compare the performance of past and future colliders a last category of limits was also
examined. By calculating the limit for a hypothetical Z’ boson with a lowered coupling, a
95 % C.L. lower limit on the coupling of a Z’ to quarks can be calculated. This limit can now be
compared to results from other colliders, where also other types of particles are collided. This
technique made it possible to find phase space regions which have not been excluded so far. One
of these regions could then be excluded by this work, by exploiting the combination of triggers.
Furthermore it was possible to improve almost all former coupling limits starting from 500GeV.

In 2015 the LHC started a second run at
√
s = 13TeV. As this new record energy needs further

optimizations and understanding of the accelerator and detector hardware, a slowly increasing
instantaneous luminosity of proton-proton collisions was used. Thus the total integrated lumi-
nosity was about a factor of 5 smaller than the one used in this thesis. The increased center
of mass energy extends the range of resonance masses that can be examined with this smaller
amount of luminosity to approximately 7TeV. At the time of writing the first results from the
ATLAS and CMS collaborations were published, which surpassed the range of high mass reso-
nances examined in this paper. Both collaborations did not analyze the spectrum at low masses,
thus the result in this work is still the most stringent limit in the region between 500GeV and
1.2TeV. For the future different techniques can be used to exploit the low mass region with high
luminosity, by exploiting pair-production of resonances, associated production with an initial
state radiation or more sophisticated techniques exploiting the trigger hardware.
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A S E L E C T I O N C R I T E R I A F O R J E T
C L E A N I N G

Looser Loose

1 (fHEC > 0.5 and |fHEC
Q | > 0.5 and ⟨Q⟩ > 0.8) Looser or

or |Eneg| > 60GeV (fHEC > 0.5 and |fHEC
Q | > 0.5)

2 (fEM > 0.95 and fLAr
Q > 0.8 and ⟨Q⟩ > 0.8 Looser or

and |η| < 2.8) (fEM > 0.95 and fLAr
Q > 0.8 and |η| < 2.8)

(fmax > 0.99 and |η| < 2) Looser or
3 or (fEM < 0.05 and fch < 0.05 and |η| < 2) |tjet| > 25ns

or (fEM < 0.05 and |η| ⩾ 2)

Table A.1: Selection criteria for Looser and Loose cleaning in categories HEC spikes (1), Coherent EM noise
(2) and non-collision background (3) from [105].

Medium Tight

1 Loose or Medium
fHEC > 1− |fHEC

Q |

2 Loose or Medium or
(fEM > 0.9 and fLAr

Q > 0.8 and |η| < 2.8) fLAr
Q > 0.95

or (fEM > 0.98 and fLAr
Q > 0.05)

(fmax > 0.99 and |η| < 2) Looser or
3 Loose or Medium or

|tjet| > 10ns (fEM < 0.1 and fch < 0.2 and |η| < 2.5)
(fEM < 0.05 and fch < 0.1 and |η| < 2) or (fEM > 0.9 and fch < 0.1 and |η| < 2.5)
(fEM > 0.95 and fch < 0.05 and |η| < 2) or (fch < 0.01 and |η| < 2.5)

or (fEM < 0.1 and |η| ⩾ 2.5)

Table A.2: Selection criteria for medium and tight cleaning in categories HEC spikes (1), Coherent EM noise
(2) and non-collision background (3) from [105].
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Figure B.1: Single jet trigger efficiencies for j25, j35 and j55.
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Figure B.2: Single jet trigger efficiencies for j80 and j110.
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Figure B.3: Single jet trigger efficiencies for j145 and j180.
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Figure B.4: Single jet trigger efficiencies for j220 and j280.
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Figure B.5: Jet trigger efficiencies for j145_ht700 and j220_a10tcem.
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signal shapes
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Figure C.1: Signal templates for Quantum Black Holes for all masses used.
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Figure C.2: Signal templates for Excited Quark and Color Scalar Octet for all masses used.
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Figure C.3: Signal templates for W∗ for all masses used.
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Figure C.5: Acceptance and efficiency for Quantum Black Holes for different pole masses. Statistical un-
certainties are shown.
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Figure C.6: Acceptance and efficiency for Excited Quark and Color Scalar Octet for different pole masses.
Statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure C.7: Acceptance and efficiency for W∗ for different pole masses. Statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure C.8: Acceptance and efficiency for W’ for different pole masses. Statistical uncertainties are shown.
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Figure C.9: Optimal |y∗| cut for Quantum Black Holes for different pole masses.
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Figure C.10: Optimal |y∗| cut for Excited Quark and Color Scalar Octet for different pole masses.
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Figure C.11: Optimal |y∗| cut for W∗ for different pole masses.
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Figure C.12: Optimal |y∗| cut for W’ for different pole masses.
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